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No. 47.

“ I wish to purchase that old clock up
The physicians stepped into a corner
The question then recurred on its passage i choose their own officers.
On motion of
stairs ! Will you sell it ?” asked the elder and consulted together.
to be engrossed as amended as follows :
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
Mr. Delesdernier, the resolve and amend
Yankee, while the younger lighted a cigar,
“ Will you be good enough to run for a
Yeas 16—Naps 8.
JAMES K. REMICH.
ment were laid on the table.
and cast his eye over the columns of the Sun barber ? We must have bis head shaved
Mr. Osgood called up the poor debtor
Oflie-eon the Maiu-Sireet,-opposite the Meeting-House, day Morning News, which lay upon the table.
Subsequently, the amendment having
and blistered,” said Dr. W------ -ms.
bill, several amendments were adopted, the been modified so as to require the company
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
The landlord, who had set no great value up“ Ah, poor, dear husband,” said the la- merits of the bill discussed, and then passed
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.— on the clock, except
officers to be “ commissioned by the Gov
tas
heir-loom, began to /dy;
i
I fear he never again will know his
Interest will be charged on ail subscriptions which
to be engrossed as amended.
.
. . wife.
•- ”
ernor,” alter having been chosen by the sev
remin unpaid at the expiration of the year. No suspect that it might possess the virtues of! miserable
Bill to alter the time of taking the annu eral companies, the resolve was again taken
paper discontinued, except at the option of the pub- Martin Heywood’s chair, and be filled with
“
Here
she
goes
—
there
she
goes
!
”
said
Jisher, UHtil al) arrearages are paid.
dollars ; and almost involuntarily the three the landlord with a little more emphasis, and al valuation was called up, and it was re up.
Ftiepublisher does not hold himself responsible for
ferred to the next Legislature.
Mr. Appleton opposed the amendment.
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount ascended to the room which contained it. with a more nervous yet determined wa
Resolves relative to the public money He said the volunteers would probably be
charged for its insertion.
“ The fact is,” said the Yankee, “I ving of his finger in concert with the pen
were taken up. The question was on the from many different towns : they would not
once won a hundred dollars with a clock dulum ; for the minute hand was near the
adoption of the amendment of Mr. Paine of be likely to be acquainted with each other,
MISCELLANEOUS
like that !”
twelve—that point which was to put fifty Sanford, which was decided by yeas and
nor be in a situation to choose their officers.
“ A hundred dollars 1” ejaculated the dollars into his pocket, if the hand arrived
[From the New York News.]
nays, all the whigs voting against and all He contended that the appointing power is
landlord.
THE OLD CLOCK.
at it without his suffering himself to be in the Van Buren party in favor.
“ Yes ! You .see there was one like it in a
placed where it should be, with the com“ Here she goes, there she goes /”—. j
terrupted.
They then passed to be engrossed, by yeas mander-in-Chief. There is nothing of re
Some years ago there came to this country n-'ioG/uver iiWersey, and a fellow bet me
The wife in a low, bewailing tone con and nays, by a party vote as above.
publicanism in an army; it is based on arbi
a family from England, which settled on, he could keep his forefinger swinging with tinued her utterances—
Legislation inexpedient on an order for
trary
power ; no other principle can be athe upper part of this island, and opened a, the pendulum for an hour, only saying
“ No ! never; nor of his daughter”—
imposing fines on School Committees.
dopted in war.
’’
public house.
Among their chattels was5 { Here she goes, there she goes.
w
He
“ Here she goes—there she goes,” al
Passed to be engrossed— bill to incorpor
Mr. Kimball argued that it is more in ac
an old family clock which they prized more, could’nt do it. 1 walked the money out of most shouted the landlord, as the minute
ate the town of Mattamiscontis.
cordance
with our institutions to permit the
for its age than its actual value, although, him in no time.”
hand advanced to the desired point.
Passed to be enacted—bill regulating fees soldiers to choose their company officers.
“ You did ? You could’t walk it out
it had told the hours for years on years with,
The barber arrived ; he was naturally a on justice writs.
It was done by companies enlisted in the
the most commendable fidelity.
This of me. I’ll bet you fifty dollars I can do talkative man,—and when the doctor made
Finally passed—resolve for the recon- last war, and their officers were commis
clock is now situated in one of the private, it on the spot 1”
some casual remark, reflecting upon the noisance of a railroad from Portland to Lake
sioned by the proper authorities. He be
“ Done,” cried the Yankee.
parlors of the house, and many a time has
quality of the instrument he was about to Champlain.
lieved if the amendment should be adopted,
The clock struck eight, and with his use, he replied —
it been the theme of remark in consequence
back to the table and the door, the land
a company may be raised from four towns,
of its solemnly antique exterior.
“Ah ha ! no, Monsieur, you say very
FRIDAY, MARCH 1.
instead of sixty-four.
A lew days since, about dusk, a couple lord popped into a chair—
bad to razor—tres beautiful—eh ?—look—
Mr. Belcher from the committee on Ag
Mr. Delesdernier, Levensaler, Appleton,
“ Here she goes, there she goes!” and — look—very fine is ’nt she ?”
of mad wags drove up to the door of the
riculture, to which was referred the petition Paine, Sheldon and Cushman opposed the
hotel, seated in a light and beautiful wag his finger waved in a curve, his eyes fullv
“ Here she goes—there she goes !” ol Lisander Cutler and als. and other papers
amendment, and Messrs. French, Allen of
The Yankees be
on, drawn by d superb bay horse. They fixed on the pendulum.
screamed the landlord, his hand waving on on the same subject, relative to an Agricul
Bangor, Kimball and Hight advocated it.
sprang out—ordered the ostler to pay ev hind him interrupted--“ Where’s the mon —on, and his face gathering a smile, and
tural Survey, reported that they ought to be
The amendment was adopted, yeas 96,
ery attention to the animal, and to stable ey ? Plank the money.”
his whole frame in readiness to be convuls referred to the next Legislature—accepted.
nays 59.
The landlord was not to lose in that ed with joy.
him for the night.
Entering the hotel,
A message was then received from the
Mr. Allen of Alfred, by leave, introduced
His forefinger slowly and surely
they tossed off a glass of wine apiece, be- way.
1 he barber was amazed.
(i Here she House, announcing the death of Mr. Water
a resolve authorizing a State loan of $800,mouthed a cigar, and directed the landlord went with the pendulum, and his left dis goes—there she goes I” he responded in the
house, their Clerk and in consequence the 000, which was read and referred to the
to provide the best game supper in his engaged his purse from his pocket, which best English he could use—“ Vare ? vare
Senate immediately adjourned.
committee on Finance.
All sail I begin? . Vat is dal he say ?”
power. There was a winsome look in the he threw behind him upon the table.
Resolves finally passed—making appro
was
silent.
The
dapper
man
at
length
ex

countenance of the elder—a bright spark
Shave his head at once !” interrupted
SATURDAY, MARCH 2.
priations for military purposes—authorizing
ling in his eyes which occasionally he half claimed—
the doctor, while the lady sank into a chair.
Legislation inexpedient decreed on an or a reconnoisance of a railroad from Portland
“ Shall I deposit the money in the hands
closed in a style that gave him the air of
“ Here she goes—there she goes 1” for der relative to drafted men, who had been ar
to Lake Champlain—for preservation of the
of
the
bar-keeper
?
”
“ a knowing one,” and a slight curving of
the last time cried the landlord, as the rested and were bound to disclose.
Mars Hill Road.
“ Here she goes, there she goes !” was clock struck the hour of nine, and he
the corners of the mouth that showed his
Passed to be enacted—Bill ceding to U. S.
ability to enjoy, while his whole demeanor the only answer.
sprang from his seat in an ecstacy of de- jurisdiction of a certain tract of land for light
One of the Yankees left the room. The light, screaming at the top of his voicey
FRIDAY, MARCH 1.
House—additional relating to trespassers on
made every acute observer sure of his abil
as public lands—relative to divorces.
Bills enacted—relative to divorces—ad
ity to perpetrate a joke.
Now and then, landlord heard him go down stairs ; but he he skipped about the room—
ditional relating to trespassers on the Public
when his lips parted and he ran his fingers was not to be disturbed by that trick.
“ I’ve won it !—I’ve won it !”
Lands—to reduce capital stock of the Cum
Presently the bar-keeper entered, and
through his hair with a languid expression,
HOUSE
OF
REPRESENTATIVES.
“ What ?” said the bar-keeper.
berland Bank.
it was evident he was eager to be at work touching him'upon the shoulder, asked
MONDAY, FEB. 25.
u What V3 echoed the doctors.
Mr. Allen of Alfred announced the death
“ Mr. B---------- are you crazy ?
What
in his vocation — that of a practical joker !
Mr.
Dane
of
Kennebunk
obtained
leave
of
“ What ?” re-echoed the wife.
of Charles Waterhouse, Clerk of the House,
The other was a dapper young man, al are you doing ?”
absence^for
one
week
from
and
after
to

“ Why, the wager—fifty dollars !” But
“ Here she goes, there she goes !” he casting his eyes around the room, and
morrow, Mr. Pike of Brunswick for the re and the House immediately adjourned.
though different in appearance, yet with
niisfeatures which indicated that his mind was tesponded, his hand waving the fore-finger sing the young men who induced him to mainder of the session.
On motion of Mr. Miller of Hollis, Order
well-fitted to be a successful copartner with as before.
SATURDAY, MARCH 2.
watch the clock, he asked the bar-keeper— ed, That the Committee on Roads and
The House proceeded to ballot for a Clerk
The bar-keeper rushed down stairs ; he
his mate, and a dry pun or gravely deliv
“ Where are those young men who sup Bridges inquire into the expediency of pro
ered witticism was frequently worked off called one of the neighbors and asked him to ped here last night ? eh ? quick, where are viding that all bridges on County roads, cost of the House, in place of Charles Waterhouse,
deceased.
with an air of philosophy or unconcern go up.—They ascended, and the neighbor they ?”
’
ing oyer 81500, shall be built and kept in
Whole number of votes
346
that gave him at once the credit of being a seizing him gently by rhe collar, in an im
repair
by
the
County.
“ They went away in their wagon nearly
Necessary to a choice,
74
first-rate wit. Supper on the table, these ploring voice said —
On
motion
of
Mr.
Hight
of
South
Ber

an hour ago, sir 1” was the reply.
George Robinson has
87
wick, Ordered, That the Committee on the
“ Mr. B----- -— do not sit here.
Come,
two Yankees were not dull as a couple
George
C.
Getchell,
1 he truth flashed like a thunderbolt
42
Judiciary inquire into the expediency of
generally will be at table, but made mirth come down stairs ; what can possess you through his mind.
Others
They had taken his
17
passing a law to exempt persons or corpora
and laughter, and wit their companions, to sit here ?”
Mr. Paine, from the select committee, re
pocket book with the one hundred and sev tions from being chatgable
re-
on trustee
“ Here she goes, there she goes !” was the en dollars therein, and decamped—a couple
and as Wine in his parti-colored flowing
ported resolves respecting the lamented death
process on account of the personal services
of Charles Waterhouse, late Clerk of the
robes presided, there was a “ set-out” fit sole reply, and the solemn face and the of swindling sharpers, with wit to back Of the wife or children of a debtor.
for a prince and his associates.
The Yan slowly-moving finger settled the matter. them I The story is rife on all men’s
Mr. Dane, from the Committee on the Li House, which were read, and after a few re
marks by Mr. Paine, the resolves were unan
kees ate and drank and were right merry, He was mad !
tongues in the neighborhood where this af brary, reported a bill regulating the State imously passed.
“ He is mad,” whispered the friend in fair occurred, and the facts are “ not other Library, which was read, twice and to-mor
when the old family clock whirred and
On motion of Mr. Cushman, the resolve
row assigned.
whizzed as the hammer on the bell struck a low voice. “ We must go for a doctor.” wise than here set down
but we regret
Mr. Bradbury of Baring, from the Com for the enlistment of a Division of Volunteers
The
landlord
was
not
to
be
duped
;
he
one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, ■ eight,
that the worthy landlord in endeavoring to mute on the Militia, reported a Resolve au- was taken up and referred to a select comLece,,, *___....
nine, ten, eleven, twelve !
The elder was not to be deceived, although the whole overtake the rascals, was thrown from bis pü..W
• •
■ e Gove,™/.»
—
___________
“ You had own wagon, and so severely injured as to of a Division of volunteers, which was read 'ter, French of Nobleborough, AlTeV of Ban-"
looked up at the old monitor before him, town came to interrupt him.
gor, Delesdernier of Baileyville, Kimball of
stuck bis elbow on the table and looked better call up his wife,” added the friqnd.
be confined at his room at the present mo once and to-morrow assigned.
Lebanon, Bradbury of Baring and Otis of
“ Here she goes, there she goes !” re ment, where he can watch the pendulum of
again steadily for a minute, and then laugh
Hallowell.
ed out heartily, awakening the waiter, who peated the landlord, and his hand still mov his clock at his leisure.
TUESDAY, FEB. 26.
On motion of Mr. Kimball of Lebanon
ed on.
was just dozing by the window-sill.
Met at half-past two o’clock, according to Ordered, That the Select Committee to whom
“ In a minute his wife entered, full of LE G I S L A T U R E O F MAINE. adjournment ; and then immediately ad was referred several petitions relative to sla
“ What in the name of Momus are you
“ My dear,” she kindly
laughing at ?” asked the dapper Yankee, agony of soul.
journed to nine o’clock to-morrow morn very, be instructed to report forthwith.
i
It is your wife who
On motion of the same, Ordered, That the
as he cast his eyes now over the table, said, “ looji on me.
ing.
SENATE.
speaks
!
”
Judiciary
Committee
be
instructed
to
inquire
now over and around himself to ascertain
MONDAY, FEB. 25.
into the expediency of repealing certain pro- j
“ Here she goes, there she goes !” and
where the nest of the joke was concealed.
Papers from the House disposed of in con
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 27.
visions of law respecting the assessment and
The elder winked slily, and yawning lazily, his hand continued to go, but his wife currence.
The House concurred the Senate in grant collection of taxes.
Passed to be engrossed—Bill to incorpo
would stay, and he
slowly raised the forefinger of his right would’nt go ; she
ing leave to withdraw on petitions of Eliza
Mr. Hutchins, from the Select Committee;
hand and applied it gracefully to his nose. thought she was determined to conspire rate the Mousam river Bank-Bill additional Chase and Louisa Atkinson, both for di on the poor debtor, laws, reported a bill to a-I
regulating
Judicial
process
and
proceedings
against
him
and
make
him
lose
the
wager.
The dapper man understood the hint.
—Resolve for survey of Lands on Restook vorce, receding from its former vote refer bohsh imprisonment for debt, and for the
“Oho?—I understand—no you don’t She wept, and she continued—
punishment of fraudulent debtors, which was
River and Road—Resolve respecting the ap ring them to a Select Committee.
“ What cause have you for this ? Why
come over this child ! waiter, another bot
pointment of military storekeeper and other
Bill further regulating primary schools, read twice and Tuesday assigned.
Mr. Carey of Houlton, from the Committed
tle of champagne.” The servant left the do you do so ? Has your wife”_______
purposes.
came from the Senate referred to the next on Banks and Banking, reported a bill mak
“ Here she goes, there she goes !” and
room and our heroes inclining themselves
Legislature. The House concurred.
ing the private property of stockholders of
over the table bejd a long conversation in his finger seemed to be tracing her airy
TUESDAY, FEB 26.
Ordered, That the Committee on Fi corporations hereafter created or whose char
a low tone, when the elder of the two rais progress, for any thing she could ascertain
The Bill to promote the sale and settlement nance be instructed to inquire into the expe ters shall hereafter be altered by the Legisla
of the public lands was taken up, discussed
ed his voice, and with an air of satisfaction to the contrary.
ture at their own request, liable for al! the
diency of reporting'» State tax.
exclaimed.
“ My dear,” she still continued, thinking and refused a passage.
Ordered, That the Committee on the Ju debts of the corporation contracted after the
Referred to the next Legislature—Bill to
“ Clocks always go it !”
that the thought of his child, whom he
diciary be instructed to inquire into the ex passage of the act.
The Committee on the Northeastern Boun
Then both cautiously rose from their fondly loved, would tend to restore him, set off’ part of Cornish to Limerick.
pediency of passing a law in favor of Poor
dary reported the Resolve for the continua
chairs, and advancing to the clock, turned “ shall I call up your daughter ?”
Debtors, so as to exempt them from the lia tion of the Aroostook Road north of the AWEDNESDAY, FEB. 27.
the key of the door, and looked within, the
“ Here she goes, there she goes !” the
Mr. Osgood moved a reconsideration of bility of their bonds to disclose, where they roostook River ; with amendments increasing
elder in a half-inquiring, half-decided man- landlord again repeated, his eyes becoming
the vote passing to be engrossed an act to have been drafted ¿into the service of the the appropriation to 810,000, and striking out
iter saying.
more and more fixed and glazed, from the
winter” before “ road,” which amendments
set off a part of Cornish to Limerick ; which State.
“ Wont it ?”
steadiness of the gaze.
A slight smile,
Petition presented and referred—of Ben were adopted and the resolve passed to be
prevailed,
and
the
act
was
indefinitely
post

The waiter was on the stairs, and they which had great effect upon the minds of
jamin Nason et ah for charter for rail-road engrossed.
poned.
Mr. Bennett of Parsonsfield, by leave intro
returned to their seats in a trice as if noth those present, played upon , his face, as he
Mr. Littlefield called up the Resolve to from Somersworth to Wells or Kennebunk. duced a bill additional to organize, discipline
ing had happened —both scolding the wait thought of the many unsuccessful resorts to
Read once and to-morrow assigned—Re and govern the militia, which was read twice,
change the Constitution relative to the te
er, as be entered, for being so lazy on bis win him from his purpose, and of his suc
solve for the survey of lands on the Restook laid on the table, and 300 copies ordered.
nure
of
Judicial
officers.
Mr.
Perkins
mov

errand.
cess in baffling them.
The physician en
River and road for settlement—respecting
Referred to the next Legislature the peti
Having heard the clock strike one, they tered. He stood by the side of the busy ed to reconsider the vote adopting the a- the appointment of a military store keeper^ tion* dT Moses 'S wett *et als.—BilTto incorpor
mendment
of
Mr.
Littlefield,
which
motion
were shown to their beds, where they talk man. He looked at him in silence, shook
&c.—Bill additional regulating Judicial pro ate the County of Restook.
ed in a subdued tone, and finally sunk to his head, and to the anxious enquiry of the prevailed. Mr. Perkins then offered an a- cess and proceedings—additional to estab
mendment to perfect the Resolve. Various
sleep. In the morning they were early up, wife, answered—
amendments to amendments were proposed, lish the Maine, New-Hampshire and Massa
MONDAY, MARCH 4.
and ordered their horse to be harnessed
“ No, madam ! The fewer persons here
and questions of order raised, on \ which a chusetts Rail Road Corporation—additional
Bill
introduced
by
Mr.
Olis of St. George,
arid brought to the door.
Descending to the better.
The maid had better stay
desultory debate occurred, when the whole to promote the sale and settlement of the reducing the fees of County Commissioners
the bar-room they asked for their bill, and away ; do not let the maid”_______
Public
Lands.
to 82 a day, was read, referred to a Joint Se
subject was laid on the table.
with becoming promptitude paid the amount
“ Here she goes, there she goes !” yet
lect Committee, consisting on the part of the
The Bill, making the private property of
due over to the bar-keeper.
The elder again, again, in harmony with the waving
House, of Mr. Moulton of Scarboro’—McIn
stockholders liable for all the corporate
THURSDAY, FEB. 28.
perceiving the landlord through the win finger, issued from the lips of the landlord.
tire of York—Lermond ot Warren—Homer of
debts,
was
taken
up.
The
question
was
On motion of Mr. Stickney, Ordered, Bucksport—McGaffy of Mt. Vernon, Stetson
dow, placed his arms upon the bar, and in
“ A consultation, 1 think, will be neon the adoption of Mr. Boutelle’s amend That one from each county be added to the of Stetson and Walker of Hiram.
a serious tone enquired of the bar-keeper cessary
said the physician,
“ Will you ment to extend the provisions of the Bill to
Bill to incorporate Mousam River Bank
committee on the wheat and corn bounty.
if he would dispose of the old clock.
The run for Dr. W———ms ?”
all corporations established since March,
was read a third time.
Messrs.
Stickney
of
Vassalboro
’
,
Burbank
young man hesitated—he knew not what
The kind neighbor buttoned up his coat
Mr. Moor opposed the passage of the bill.
1831. This amendment was lost, 11 toll. of Limerick, Bridgham of Minot, Lowell of
to answer. The old clock seemed to him and hurried from the room.
Mr. Vose said he should oppose the bill.
Several other amendments were offered and Lewiston, Jordan of Mariaville, Barter of
such a miserable piece of furniture that he
Ina few minutes Dr. W------- ms, with
Mr. Levensaler also opposed the bill.
negatived.
Machias,
Ryerson
of
Sumner,
Daggett
of
had an impression that it might as well be another medical gentleman, entered.
After some further remarks by Messrs.
The Bill was then refused a passage by Chandlerville, Mason of Hermon, Grant of
his as bis employer’s, yet he could not com
Levensaler and Carey, Mr. Paine said he did*
il This is a sorry sight,” said he to the
yeas and nays, as follows :—
Prospect, Packard of Blanchard, and Grover not know the facts in the case pihe bill was
prehend why such a person should want doctor present-.
Yeas 7—Naps 15.
introduced by a member of the Senate, and
of Carthage were appointed.
such a hideous article. While he was at
“ Indeed it is, sir,” was the reply,
“ It
Resolve authorizing the enlistment of a he is now absent. He wished to have a little
tempting to reply, the good-natured land is a sudden attack, one of the”-__ Division of volunteers was read a second time for examination ; if it shall appear that
THURSDAY, FEB. 28.
lord entered, and the question was referred
“ Here she goes, there she goes 1”
was
Resolve to change the constitution rela- time. Mr. Kimball of Lebanon proposed the Bank is wished for by a few farmers (all
So himjor an answer»
the sole reply.
' tîva tr»
~
____ ...
the petitioners but one being farmers) as a
five to judicial tenures ____
was
taken
up.
to amend so as to allow companies to matter of convenience, and it would not be

AND MAINE PALLADIUM,

„
V"’ ’/being .......
■>”l bo.n the |Mdc',3

SATURDAY, MARCH 16, 1839.

[Coree^poûdtRce ofthe Portland Advertiser,]
ball, Lord, Lowell, McIntire, Mildram, Paine,' tion of Moses Swett et als.—Bill to incorpor»:
rr.,i„_ Webber,
_
* 40&C.-—148. ate the County of Restook.
Trafton, Tyler,
Bangor, Marcli 5, 1839.
MAIL ARTICLES.
So the bill was refused a passage.
Gen. Sawyer, the Surveyor General arriv7 he late Session oj
of Congress.—The
Tuesday march 5.
ine session ed in town to-day, from Augusta, with or
Mr. Moor, from the committee to which
The Resolve, authorizing the appointment was closed long after midnight of »unday the ders to proceed to the St.John and there to
was referred an order directing an inquiry,
whether any member of this House had un of a Commissioner to take evidence in those 3d instant the House adjourning at a quarter select and fortify a post near where the St.
der pretence of going to Boston gone east cases, where persons have purchased land before 2 o clock ; the Senate not until aftei o John crosses the line of New Brunswick.
ward, and was concerned in any unlawful! of the State and wish to recant their bar- j o’clock A. iM. of Monday.
Letters from Col. Jarvis, and from Houlton
operations on the disputed territory, &c. gain, and to report a statement of facts to the I Among the acts which failed may be teckcame in by last night’s express.
Jarvis has
-...
r
---.
_
..
wag
tfiken
amended
oned,
as
first
among
those
which
have
attractmade a report and statement of facts in rela- next Legislature,
..... —
I moved down and was fortifying himself
*
.
I ,!
_ .. !x I I
„ 1». .x
i h rx 1.1 I I b 1-. /-< »»• >1 r>
f 1'1
ed the public attention, the bill known as the ;' within Haifa mile of tha line upotra portion
tion to the matter, declaring that no member discussed and passed to be engrossed.
Sub-Treasury bill, which, after passing the •i of Fitzherbert’s farm, at whose house Meof the House was in any manner liable to 1
_____
Senate, was suffered to lie on the table of the,i Intire and his companions were taken. The
any ofthe charges. Mr. Voseas an act ofj
Wednesday, march 6
justice to the person implicated, moved that 1
Mr. Smart called up the bill to exempt other House till the close of the session, with-! position is admirable for defence,—an ernithe Report be laid on the. table and 300 cop- certain goods from attachment, and the ques- out its friends venturing so far as even to make , nence, inapproachable on one side, with the
ies ordered to be printed, which prevailed,
I tion was on its passage to be engrossed. a motion for its consideration.
, ¡ nve
r on
river
on me
the otner,
other, anu
and its
its or
only approach
’"ibelinofAcis pajsai during (be late
dedb be
of the fori.
Negatived—Yeas 5—Nays 14.
i
¿.(session
the
reader
will
find
none
making
ap'
*
¡session
the
reader
Wl
find
none
making
apP
J
....
5,1
..
°
r-1
n____
SATURDAY, MARCH 9.
Legislation inexpedient—on an order to re
TUESDAY, MARCH 5.
1 nmnnatinn«
for Fortifications,
Fortifications. or
for the
.x
.
u
“
propriations for
or for
the SUBsup- Q
f/onner.|y ofthe Army.
duce
the
fees
of
County
Commissioners.
Bill
additional
concerning
foreign
attach

He was edBill to incorporate the York Iron Compa
r.o.-t zxf
!... Military
IA
AouUornv
TlïP
port
of rthe
Academy.
The MlWlinappro ucated al WestJ Point, andJ. is now in the
ment, introduced by Mr. Kimball of Leban
ny, was twice read and laid on the table.
priations
for
these
objects
were
incorporated
.
r
. practice
MIMVUUUof
V/1law.
Ian . Our
V7UIforce
IU1 LU and
Q1IU Ithe
UU JJFHSh
British
THURSDAY, MARCH 7.
Resolve concerning the Public Money, on, was read twice and on motion of Mr.
hi the bdl .nak.ng appropriations fur support ( each have „ 8enth)e| 0„ ,hejr si(Je of [b
Mr. Littlefield from the committee appoint
came up on its final passage.
Mr. Allen of Paine laid on the table.
of
the
Army
for
1839.
An
appropriation
is
,
some
ten
or
a
dozen
men,
who
are
dul,
On motion of Mr. Allen of Bangor, the ed to inquire when the Legislature may have
Bangor, moved to lay the Resolve on the
also coiHained in mat till for the defence of
of n)iiit
eli„uetle.
J
vote
accepting
in
concurrence
a
report
that
:
a
recess,
reported
that
a
recess
may
’
be
had
Jarvis
has
table—lost, 29 to 69.
thn
Niairaru Oswego
I Kcm and
and Plattsburg
P attchnrff frontier
frnnflPF ;?
J
7.
1
.
the Niagara,
legislation
is
inexpedient
on
reducing
the
erected
temporary
forts
at
the
entrance
of
from
and
alter
Thursday
next.
After a few remarks from Mr. Allen of
pay of County Commissioners, was recon
The Bill additional concerning the method and an appropriation of 880,000 for defence the Little Madawaska, Presque Isle, and
Bangor, Levensaler and Moor.
of the western frontier is included in the In- Little Machias into the Aroostook.
of laying out and repairing highways was
The Resolve was finally passed—iayes 83, sidered and the report laid on the table.
dian appropriation bill.
Bill establishing the salaries of County At taken up and indefinitely postponed.
The force under Hodsdon at Houlton, ar9
noes 56.
The appropriations for the support of the
employed in drill service, and their rifles
Leave to withdraw—on the petition of Di
Bill relating to the sale of intoxicating li torneys was read a third time, and amended.
the
Post
Office
Department
are
included
in
On motion of Mr. Allen of Bangor, the rectors of Calais Rail-Road Company.
strike the Provincials with dread. The road
quors, came up and was read a third time.
Civil Appropriation act.
No Post-road act
to Jarvis’camp is opened, and 200 of HodsFinally passed—Resolve for the extension
Mr. Appleton presented an amendment to bill whs recommitted to a joint select com
was
passed
at
this
session.
don’s men have gone through.
p.
the last section, so as not to affect any li mittee, consisting, on the part of the House, of the Aroostook Road.
No
act
for
building
or
completing
Light

cense granted (prior to the passage of this of Messrs. Otis of Hallowell, French of Nohouses was passed. The bill for that purpose
FRIDAY, MARCH 8.
Bangor, March 6, 1839. ?
Act ; which prevailed. Mr. Appleton went bleborough, Lowell of Biddeford, Stinchwas never even read in the House.
Mr. Boutelle from the Committee to which
9 o’clock P. M. y
into an examination of the provisions of the field of Danville, Emerson of Castine, Fow
Neither
was
any
act
for
the
improvement
Bill—and commented on the same one by ler of Lubec, Kelsey of Livermore, Wyman was referred the Resolve for the enlistment of Harbors passed at this session.
A
letter
this
moment
received from Mr,
one. It allows those to sell liquor who of Skowhegan, Harvey of Glenbuin, Nick- of volunteers, reported, that it contained sevHamlin, by express, from Houlton, saysCapt,
please ; but provides that none shall sell to [ ersorr of Swanville, Lovejoy of Sebee, and ¡ eral provisions inconsistent with the ConstiMr. Ruggles of Maine, offered in the Sen- Nye
lAiye had
uuu just
jusi arrived
arrive« irorn
Lamp
from t>oi.
Col. jarvis
Jarvis’- Camp
I Union of the United States and this State, ate, on Thursday evening an amendment to bringing information of a fresff haul of tresbe drank on the premises—its penakies are j Soule of Salem.
levelled against all without distinction.
| Mr. Levensaler called upa Resolve for the and therefore ought not to pass.
Report the military fortification bill, appropriating ' passers, being taken with teams and supplies,
Mr. Levensaler moved to amend the Bill i appointment of a Teacher of Civil Engin and Resolve laid on the table.
8200.000 for constructing works of defence ! The 11th Regiment of British Regulars had
Referred to the next Legislature— The pe on the head waters of the Kennebec and ! arrived from Canada at Madawaska, and
■by striking out all after the enacting clause, | eering in connection with the Teachers’
Seminary
of
Gorham,
and
moved
its
indefi

tition of Amos Davis and others.
and inserting words, repealing all existing
headwaters of the Penobscot, on the St. their forces from the Tobique have principalacts regulating the sale of spirituous liquors. nite postponement.
Croix, on the Penobscot opposite Bucksport, ly moved up to join them.
The motion prevailed by a large majority.
SATURDAY, MARCH 9.
The debate was further continued by
and one dr two bther places.
Six companies of Hodsdon’s Detachment
Bill establishing the County of Aroostook
The bill for the incorporation of the Mou
Messrs. Shaw of Windham,
Levensaler,
The new leader of the administration with had gone through to Jarvis’ Camp. The
was
read
a
thud
time
and
passed
to
be
en

sam
River
Bank
came
from
the
House,
Tyler, Delesdernier, Hutchings, Cushman,
Southern feelings,(Mr. Calhoun) opposed the British had blocked up the road from the line
amended and refused a passage. The Sen proposition to repair the fortifications on the
Carey, Bradbury of N. Gloucester, and i grossed.
to the St. John, and our force had done the
Bill reducing fees of County Commission- ate non-concurred the amendment and refus
French of Nobleboro’; when on motion of|
exposed frontier of Maine, and the bulk of same from our side to the Camp, by felling
Mr.
Cushman
of
Dexter,
the
Bill
and
amend-1
®*l
t0
•
WUS
paSa
'
ed
t0
be
e,)
g
|Osst3
‘
l
,
ed
to
insist
on
its
passage
to
be
engrossed
9
4HI. yupumuM wi azvaivi, me yin aim aillCHU- I . . ~
1«
*
*
a
the administration party, voted it doipn. Per trees, &c. Col. Jarvis erecting a Boom across
to 16.
to 11.
ments were committed to a Select Commit- j: 117
110
haps the people of Maine will remember this. thè Aroostook.
|
Bill
additional
exempting
certain
articles
Mr. Gross moved to recede and concur in
tee of the House, consisting of Messrs. Cush-1
Madisonian.
The whole story seems to be this, that the
man, French, Shaw of Windham, Fowler from attachment, was read a third time, and refusing the bill a passage, negatived, 7 to 13.
British forces are concentrating at Madawas
of Lubec, Hight of South Berwick, Illsley Pa88a8e »'efnsedI in¡concurrence.
On motion of Mr. Norton, ordered, that the
Steamer Bangor.—The Boston Gazette ot ka qnd ours at the Aroostouk, both upon the
x>f Portland, and McCrillisof Belfast.
. . rnotlon oP Mr. Boothby, ordered, that committee on the North Eastern Boundary
the25th says, “ that the Directors of the Bos disputed territory.
a joint select committee, be appointed
to con- he instructed to inquire into an I ascertain as
,,
ton and Bangor Steamboat Company, have or
At Woodstock, night before last, an alarm
sider the expediency of giving' Jurors 82 a far as practicable, what amount of timber has
dered the Steamboat Bangor, (now laying in was given that the Americans were
WEDNESDAY. MARCH 6.
day for their services.
Messrs. Boothby of been cut and destroyed by trespassers on the
Mr. Illsley called up the Bill regulating the , Embden, Webber of Shapleigb, Megquierof ¡disputed territory since the submission of the that port,) to be immediately put in perfect moving down to attack the town, and the
inspection of Lime and Lime Casks.
Mr. Poland, Huston of Bristol, Dearborn of! question to arbitration under the treaty of| order for business, that if application be made whole available force in the place, regulars,
Kimball of Lebanon moved to recommit the Pittston, Dyer of Cape Elizabeth, and Gro- Ghent, and how far said depredations have for her by the authorities of the State of militia, men, boys, &c. were on duty all night.
Bill to a select committee.
Mr. Levensaler \ ver of Carthage, were appointed on the part been countenanced and encouraged, or res Maine, or the General Government, for the
transportation of supplies or of troops to the
State House, Augusta, ?
opposed and Mr. Allen of Bangor advocated ; ofthe House.
trained by authorities of the Provinces of
Thursday, March 7, 1839.5
the motion ; after which, the motion prevail-1
Bill exempting from attachment___
160J acres New Brunswick and Lower Canada and to State of Maine, her service may be obtained,
and that she will be ready on the 27th inst.”
ed, and Messrs. Kimball, Ilsley, Trafton of of land occupied bjz settlers on State lands report the same.
The troops ordered to report themselvei
Cornish, Hewett, and Talbot were appointed came from the Senate passage refused. Mr.
Passed to be enacted —Bill relating to days
The Boston correspondent of the Newbury here from the 5th and 1st Division have been
this committee.
I Harvey of Glenburn moved to nonconcur of grace on commercial paper in certain ca
port
Herald, says the demand for goods to sup coming in since Tuesday evening. They
Finally passed—Resolve for the extension | and refer the bill to the next Legislature, ses—additional to establish
the Bangor, plv the
caused | now ,nu^er ne.al^ one thousand and give
the military
military forces
forces ofthis
of this Stale,
State, has
’
of the Aroostook Road—providing for the , and having the bill printed in all the pa- Frankfort and Belfast Railroad Co. and also aply
little more stir among the traders of that city Ol"’ lls"ally
town quite an ammatedand
survey and settlement of lands on the Res-;1 pers. The motion prevailed 66 to 41.
the N. Hampshire, Massachusetts and Maine than is usual at this season of the year. One ! v?a!'1,kle ,«PPea''«nce.
They make a noble
look River and Road.
Resolve requiring the Secretary of State Railroad Co.
house on Central wharf purchased for the J s IOW enig able bodied and hardy men well
to publish a list of stockholders in banks
Maine agent, in one day last week, 820,000 P^P«1-6'1 or, and fitted to the arduous and
with the amount of stock held by each, and
worth of groceries, making 8500 commissions I
‘I'ities they are called on to perform,
MONDAY, MARCH 11.
THURSDAY, MARCH 7.
give one copy to each town in the State,
Messrs. Baker. Jaques, and Steward were on this single purchase-a good day’s work. | ¿he* bavf complied with this request of the
Bill in addition to, and explanatory of, the was read a third time, and the bill passed to
joined to the Select Committee on the expe- The largest clothing warehouse in the city,! ®tate with great cheerfulness and appear to
several acts now in force in relation to Poor be engrossed.
sold for the same market clothing to the a-1 e a*1xioi,s ior orders to go ahead.
diency of paving Jurors $2 per day.
Debtors came up in order, and the question
£?ldlers llk« tl,ese can »«p61' be conquered.
Messrs. Williams, Erskine, Osgood, Par mount of 85,000 in one (lav, and the various
was on the adoption of the amendment of
1 .1 •
r . 1 the city ~were nearly
,11!
MONDAY, MARCH 11.
stores of
cleared —
“1 1nev may he OVPirnrnR
overcomehvby Rtinpi-Uir
superior mini,
numsons, and Bradley, were joined to the Se clothing
fered by Mr. Cushman, allowing poor debt
I
.
•
.| ‘
. 1
nPI
’S nut
hers,
but thiAU*
their Krnvn
brave L-'ixirita
spirits never would quail,
The Select Committee of the House to lect Committee to whom was referred the of,, pea jackets
and similar articles.
ors to give bonds to disclose where they
and never could be broken.
Portland Courier.
reside without being arrested or committed which was referred the bill to regulate the bill io regulate the fees of County Attorney.«.
The Rifle Company from the 5ih Division
sale
of
intoxicating
liquors,
reported
the
bill
The
bill
to
reduce
the
pav
of
County
to prison.—Carried, 109 to 28.
Mr. Leven
gyit would seem that the troops at the "t,dur ihe command of Col. J. D. Kinsiia»,
with
amendments,
which
were
adopted.
Commissioners
was
taken
up
;
Mr.
Littlefield
saler moved an amendment prescribing that
Mr. Levensaler renewed bis motion to moved its indefinite postponement. The frontier are rather short of supplies. A mes- I °,n the,.r1» this place stopped ui fwnu
the notice be given according to the 8th in
sengerreached this city last night from u,e!
residence of the Hum George Lv..».
stead of the 9th section of the act of 1836— amend so as to repeal all laws on the sub motion prevailed.
seat of war, with orders to procure an i.nme-1 S“*“ three cheers in token lor their high toject.
adopted.
diate supply of provisions. An attempt was
for Ule “blest delelld<ir oi the right. «f
Negatived, 35 to 97.
TUESDAY. MARCH 12.
Mr. Moor moved that the bill be commit
Mr. Frost of Bethel, moved to add a sec
The Resolve requiring the Secretary of made to engage the se’rvice bf the steamer! al,ne* ntr
,
ted to the Select Committee on the Poor
tion providing that when any person shall be State to publish a list of all Bank Stockhold McDonough, but learning that the Bangor I. G»pl. Harding of Gorham, who was so,
Debtor laws.
was
in
readiness,
in
Boston,
to
execute
lt
,
e
i.I™ly
suspended
in
the
command assigned
Mr. Kimball of Lebanon moved the bill convicted and imprisoned under this act, his ers in the State passed to be engrossed—
orders ofthe State, a messenger was immedi- lln? 'Ol ne§'ect °f duty, has been here to-day,
wife
shall
be
entitled
to
divorce
if
she
reyeas
19,
noes
4.
and morion be laid on the table, but subse
quire it.—Negatived.
Resolve authorizing a loan in behalf of ately despatched to place her on the route to endeavoring to get reinstated, but he meets
quently withdrew his motion.
Mr. Frost moved to refer the bill to the the State ofeight hundred thousand dollars Bangor with the provision purchased owniosome ! wbb 110 8Uccess-—Tbe Slate can well disThe Bill was then committed to the com
for military purposes was finally passed.
time since for the service, and now su m/nspd Pense with the services of those who do not
mittee having under consideration the sub next Legislature—lost, 50 to 71.
i promptly obey her call.
The question was then taken on the pas
Mr. Perkins from the Committee on Shi to be windbound in Boston harbor.
ject of the poor debtor law.
Gen. Scott called on the Governor and
One of the schooners, loaded with supplies |;
Message from the Governor transmitting sage of the bill to be engrossed, and decided very in the District of Columbia, made a re
in the affirmative as follows :—
port which was laid on the table and ordered purchased by the Government, arrived here ai Council this morning, at the Council Chatnthe resignation of Benjamin Burgess, Major
This afternoon he visited the State
few days since, and sailed again last evening ,1 her.
Yeas—York—Bartlett, Frisbee, Hanscomb, to be printed.
Gejieral^jhe 41h Division
House, and was introduced to many ofthe
Resolve
appropriating
810.000
to
open
a
Hight,
Kimball,
Lowell,
&c.
—
79.
or
this
morning,
for
the
Penobscot.
Bill establishing the County of Restook
officers, soldiersand citizens now here, in the
Nays—York—.Allen, Bennett, Brackett, road from Houlton to the Aroostook River
Portland Courier oj 1 st inst.
was taken up, read twice, amended in con
Representative Hall.— He was addressed hy
currence with the Senate by striking out Burbank, Dane, Deering, Hersey, Lord, Mc passed to be engrossed.
English. Troops.-Y\xe whole number of(
H‘Adet1’ EsM’oi'^anWwbo welcomed
Bill to abolish imprisonment for debt was
“ Restook” wherever it occurs and inserting Intire, Mildram, Paine, Tyler, Webber, &c.
English regular troops in North America is j hnn
’be State by a few appropriate remarks,
read and refused a passage.
x
—59.
Aroostook.
estimated at 18,000,15,000 of which are in the !to wh‘cb ^elk Scott ,matla a very aaab hapResolve laying a tax on the several coun
Resolve finally passed—for the appoint
We regret to announce the decease of
, _. He spoke of the sol
ties for 1840 ; was read a third time and on ment of a Commissioner to take evidence in Charles Waterhouse, E-*q. Clerk of the House Canadas, and the other three thousand in No-! pX and felicitous reply. F
va Scotia and New Brunswick. In addition- diers of Maine who served under him in the
motion of Mr. French laid on the table and certain cases.
of Representatives. He died at the Augusta
last war, in terms of high praise.
His re
300 copies ordered to be printed.
Mr. Otis, from the committee on Finance, House yesterday morning at 9 o’clock, after a to this force the British have their local mili
marks were received with much enthusiasm.
tia,
but
it
is
said
it
would
be
difficult
to
raise
reported a bill to provide in part for the ex short illness, aged 38. He discharged the du
Gen. Scott is deservedly a great favorite
penditures of government, (appropriates ties of his office in a faithful and acceptable 3,000 in New Brunswick. Sir John Harvey
I
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says he can bring 8,000 men into the field, 'y*tb tbe People of the United States
and
8810,000 for expenses of taking care of tres manner, and his loss will be deplored by a
but to do this a part of their regulars must be : s 10 , ” our present difficulties unfortunately
Report on petition of Joseph Pollard et al. passers on public lands); an act to repeal
that township No. 10, 5th range, may be in an additional act for the education of youth, large circle of friends and acquaintances.
withdrawn from Canada, and doubtless orders produce a war, we should consider it highly
Kennebec Journal of 2d inst.
fortunate that we have an officer of his wellcorporated into a town by the name of (taking the bank tax from primary schools);
have already been given to this end.
Aroostook, granting order of notice on the a resolve authorizing a loan of 8800,000, (for
In Maine there ai‘e forty odd thousand men established bravery, prudence and skill, and
Jurisdiction on the Aroostook.—In the very enrolled, a much larger force than can be rais one who has had the advantage of so much
same, came from the Senate accepted.
Mr. defraying the expenses of taking care of
Holmes of Winthrop, moved to non concur trespassers.) and a resolve apportioning a tax first year after the separation ot Maine from ed in all the British North American Provin experience, to take command of our forces,
the Senate, and recommit the same with in of 8100,000 on the several towns and plan Massachusetts, the Land Agent of Maine, un ces, including the regular built red coats.
Bangor, March 7, 1839.
?
structions to report a bill granting the prayer tations in the State—all which were read and der the direction of Gen. King, then Govern
Bangor Democrat.
or, went on the'Aroostook and drove off Brit
of the petitioners ; which prevailed.
Thursday evening. y
tomorrow assigned.
Mr. Moor, from the committee on an or
By an extract of a letter from an officer of
I saw Buck more yesterday.
He came
Bill additional to an act concerning corpo ish trespassers with whom he settled, they
der relative to the difficulties existing among rations, passed Feb. 16. 1836, “was read a giving their notes to him for timber cut by Gen. Hodsdon’s staff', dated the 15th tilt, we down with Fitzherbert and some other pris
them.
These
notes
were
afterwards
collect

the Penobscot tribe of Indians, reported a third time, amended and passed to be en
learn that a recontioisanee has been made oners. He is a man of great promptness and
ed by suits brought in the courts of the prov with the view to establish fortifications for energy and just fitted for the service in
Bill authorizing said tribe to elect their own grossed.
ince of New Brunswick. No question was the defence of the disputed territory, should which he has been engaged by the two
Governor and Lt. Governor, and prescribing
Bill additional to organize, govern, and
the mode of such election, which was twice discipline the Militia,of the State, was read a at that time raised about the jurisdiction of it become necessary. The writer states — Land Agents the past year.
He does not
read and tomorrow assigned,
Also, same third time, and on motion of Mr. Cole refer the State ot Maine.—ib.
“ 1 have been down the (Aroostook) river to think much of the imagined difficulties of a
gentleman, from same committee, reported a red to the next Legislature.
the Machias river, and selected two impor winter campaign and of pushing your way
Extract of a Letter from Cherryfield, to a tant posts for defence, should we be driven through the woods. He says with 50 men
Bill additional for the better regulation and
Mr. Allen, of Alfred, from the Joint Select
member
of
the
House,
dated
Feb.
26,
1839.
management of the Penobscot tribe of In Committee on the subject of promoting the
up the stream.
*
*
*
Col. Jar- he can open a good winter road 25 miles in
“ A gentlemen in the stage this morning Vis is now moving his men down the river a day.—He headed the crew that went upto.
dians, (setting off and assigning garden and study of anatomy, made a report accompan
other lots,) read twice and to-morrow as ied by an act to legalize the study of anato states that considerable disaffection exists in in detachments ofabout 200 each.
*
Fish River and brought down the trespas
the Province, especially near the borders, that
signed.
*
*
I do not apprehend any sers. He informs me that the British have
my, which was read twice, laid on the table,
Mr. Ilsley from the committee on State and on motion of Mr. Kelsey of Livermore, they cannot get their Militia together, and trouble—nor do I believe Sir John Harvey AT THIS MOMENT AN ARSENAL OR STORE
that many families and individuals are mov will march a single company across the line. House with a supply of arms and ammu
Lands, reported a Resolve additional for the 300 copies ordered to be printed.
At Tobique there is but one company of nition UPON OUR TERRITORY, AT LAKE TeMr. Levensaler called up the bill to set ing over on this side of the St. Croix.
sale and settlement of the public lands,
regulars. At Woodstock there are but two miscouata.
He thinks we ought to push
which was read once and to-morrow assign- off a part of Cornish to Limerick, indefinitely
“ The trouble must be ended by Negotia companies, and but three more below in the through from Jarvis’ Camp and secure a post
^postponed by the Senate.
Mr. Burbank
tion,” say some. Have we not been negoti
that will command the St. John and then
Mr. Carey from the committee on Banks moved to non-concur, and refer to the next ating since 1783, or for 56 years ? And in the Province of New Brunswick.”
with a small force we can hold the territory
and Banking, to which were referred an or Legislature, and stated his reasons.—The last 15 years England has allowed 15 mil
[From the Portland Advertiser.]
forever. There are at Madawaska about
der relative to returns of Banks, reported a motion prevailed.
4000 people, principally Acadian French,
The Report exculpating Shepard Carey lions of dollars to be stripped from our
BRITISH URSURPATION.
Resolve authorizing the several Banks in the
State, and we have quietly looked on.
Is it
George VV. Buckmore, Esq. the person Nine tenths of the whole population are in
State to make return of the names of the from the charges against him, was taken up
not
best
to
“
negotiate
”
a
little
longer
!
!
employed by the Land Agents of Maine and clined to our side and would rejoice at the
stockholders of said Banks, which was read and accepted.
Belfast Journal.
A few
Massachusetts to look after trespassers, in his occupation of the territory by us.
once and to-morrow assigned.
report to the Land Agent, published by the Provincial Magistrates keep the people in
TUESDAY, MARCH 12.
Bill to incorporate the Mousam River
We have been told that the Madawaska Legislature, says, that at the Madawaska set awe, but the great mass would render every
A Message was received from the Gover
Bank came up—and the question was on the
plunderers merely cut off the butt log of a tlement the inhabitants told him that each set aid to our cause.
nor,
which
was
read,
and
with
the
accom

adoption ofthe amendment of Mr. Otis of
tree and leave the remainder to rot in the
Col. Jarvis’ fort is on the south side of the
St. George, making the private properly of panying documents was referred to the woods, thus wasting millions on millions of) tler HAD PERMISSION FROM THE GOVERNOR
1 of New Brunswick to cut 100 pine logs Aroostook, at the Bend upon letter D. It is
the stockholders holden to the full extent for Committee on the North Eastern Boundary, dollars yearly.
Had we not ought to “ ne
only 18 miles from there to where the St,
its corporate debts—which was carried 65 to with instructions to them to cause 5000 cop gotiate" a while longer before we stop this ! on his lot, and that most of the inhabitants
are cutting logs under this license for Sir John John crosses the line..
41. The question was then on passing the ies to be printed for the use of the Legisla
The route from Houlton to Col. Jarvis’
state of things.—ib.
Caldwell's Mills at Grand Falls. We would
same to be engrossed—the yeas and nays ture. The House then adjourned to after
inquire if our Governor has inquired of Gov. Camp is up the Mars Hill road to its termin
noon.
haying been previously ordered.
ation, running close to the line most of the
A Million Dollars worth of timber it is
In pie Afternoon.—The Resolve relating to said has been plundered from the disputed Harvey as to this business. If it is true, as way.
The question on passing the Bill to be
Buckmore says, this Piracy should be punish
engrossed was taken by yeas and nays as judicial tenure was taken up and finally pass territory, every year for the last fifteen years.
ed as it deserves. If Sir John Harvey has
ed—yeas 123, Noes 43.
follows
After the plunderers have stripped all the given a permit, as Governor of. New Bruns
State House, Augusta, ?
yeas-3.
lumber off, we suppose England will be wick, to cut timber upon this Territory, he
Friday, March 8. >
'
SENATE.
Nays—York—Messrs.
Allen, Bartlett,
ready to settle the line, unless she should ought to be impeached for the offence, and
The
Cumberland
and Oxford troops have
MONDAY, MARCH 4.
Bennett, Brackett, Burbank, Deering, Dud
take it into her head to claim as far as Pe- our Government ought to insist upon his im been reviewed to day by the Governor.
ley, Foss, Hapscomb, Hersey, Hight, KimReferred to the next Legislature the peti- nobscot or Kennebec river.—Ï6.
peachment and removal without delay. P.
They made a very good appearance; the Rb
dangerous to ths liberties of the country, for
which gentlemen appear to be so alarmed, he
hoped the House would grant the prayer
of the petition. He moved to lay on the ta
ble. 'The motion was negatived.
Mr. Kimball of Lebanon said he lived
in the vicinity of the petitioners, and he did
not believe a bank to be necessary.
On motion of Mr. Bradbury, Thursday next
was assigned for the consideration of the bill.
Bill imposing additional duties on the Sur
veyor General was taken up and passed to be
engrossed.
Resolves—for the survey of lands on the
Restook for settlement—authorizing the en
listment of a Division of volunteers.
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Marti 5
■ Sawyer, the Sllryej „h:H
■own to-day, fro,„
««hl(
a proceed to the St Jok?USa’
».Hl fortify apoanivS

dHe Company under the command of Capt. i
utmost vigilance and activity on our
From such an act of jurisdiction—an at
Legislative Convention in Massachu
J. D. Kinsman, from the Cumberland Divis j part. It is true, also, that the Lt. Governor tempt so right and proper in itself as this,
setts. A Convention of whig members ol
PROBATE NOTICES.
ion, was particularly noticed. There is not of New Brunswick proposes to swing a boom and so imperatively called for by the circum
probably a better company than this in the across the mouth of the Aroostook, to seize stances of the case, we should not be driven the Legislature and delegates from towns
At a Court of Probate held at Saco, within
State. They appeared to be well prepared : the timber there, sell it and place the pro by any power on earth. We ought not how not represented by whigs, was held in the
losses the line of New r
and for the County of York, on the first
for the arduous service on which they are ceeds in the “ disputed territory fund.”
But ever, wantonly to do more than is necessary. Hall of the House of Representatives, on the
era from Col. J,lrvi8
Monday in March, in the year of our Eord
ordered. After the Review the troops were without intending disrespect to the Govern We want no military force in the territory, if
" >y last n.ght’aex
eighteen hundred and thirty-nine, by the
evening of the 27th ult.—The Convention uformed into a hollow square when they were ment of the Province, may it not well be there be no military force against us. Brave
1 down and was
Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said
• half a mile of th« ¿»2?^ addressed in a happy, appropriate and pat doubted, whether Maine would ever realize men would not battle with the air.
We do nanimously nominated Hon. Edward Ever
Court :
riotic speech by the Governor.
any thing from such a procedure ?
Would want however, men enough, armed or un ett for re-election as Governor, and Hon.
zherbert-sf,,,.,,,. „
mAMSON SMITH, administratrix of the
Maj.
Frost,
one
of
Gen.
Hodsdon
’
s
aids,
not
the
debits
in
this
disputed
territory
ac

armed, as the case may require, to resist the George Hull for re-election as Lt. Govern A
""J hia companion, »J ,,Sl
estate of Israel Smith, late of Water
arrived here this afternoon.
He left Houl count always exceed the credits?
Would marauders and protect the timber ; and we
is admirable for ¡Gr 6
' i''»fo-™»«'.«Weon<lisH ton on the 6th instant. All was quiet on the not the tracks about jhis “ fund,” so far as want no more. In pursuing this course, or. Several spirited resolutions were adopt borough, in said county, deceased, having
presented her first account of administra
we are concerned, like those about the lion’s while we maintain our just and honorable po ed.
°n the other, and its a ?Milk frontier when he left.
tion of the estate of said deceased, for allow
cave,
be
all
one
way
?
Be
that
as
it
may,
sition,
we
do
nothing
which
our
sister
States
by iheguus ofthef0rtnyI*
“Signs.”—A special election, for the choice ance ; and also her petition for an allowance
Maine
is
capable
ofsuperintending
her
own
can
regard
as
unnecessarily
provoking
hostili

B
angor
,
March
9,1839.
?
by advice of H. E. p,!’*, Hi
out of said personal estate :
affairs, and ought not to impose that duty on ties, and nothing which our Provincial neigh of two Delegates to the State Assembly, was
Saturday evening.
$
formerly of the Arm
ORDERED—That the said administratrix
a
neighboring
Province.
1
hors
can
viev
bors
can
view
as
indicating
a
hostile
or
even
1 held a few days since, in Kent county, Md. give notice to all persons interested, by cans«
Our city was thrown into great excitement
I .it West Point. anr| "ei»
[We
have
not
room
for
the
entire
Mes-1
i^^ral
feeli:
'ing.
which resulted in the success of the whig ing a copy of this order io be published
■“•>"aw. Our fore«> by the arrival of the Houlton Express at half
are 'my views, briefly and imperfect•aveaeentinelontheirsidlo^ past 1 P. M. with despatches from Gen. sage. The Governor goes into the question , These
expressed
candidates by an average majority of63 voles. three weeks successively in the Kennebunk
.
.
Whether they coincide with
Hodsdon to Gov. Fairfield.
Information
ne ten or a dozen mpn i
of title and jurisdiction at considerable jyour
- In Gloucester, Mass.—a Van Buren strong Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in said
own or not, JI. repeat my determination
fo' of military eiirp,,,'^1”.«I had reached Gen. Hodsdon that the British
length ; he quotes from public documents to) to obey, so far as f may be able, whatever in hold until last fall,—the whigs carried the e- county, that they may appear at a Probate
Court to be held at Kennebunk, in said
I lemporarv forts »t »i
^r,,i are about occupying a position near Mars
"'fo Madawruk, P ‘
Hill, on the line, .and have ordered eight show that jurisdiction has never been con- < structions you may be pleased to give.'
lection for town officers, on the 4th inst. by a county, on the first Monday of April next,
foo’Ar^J*' companies of regulars from Frederickton to
JOHN FAIRFIELD.
ceded to the British Government over that
at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and shew
plurality of 136 votes.
Council Chamber, ?
occupy it. This move is most important, as part of the territory claimed by this State;
cause, if any they have, why the same should
Hon.
Luther
Lawrence
(whig)
was
re-e

March 12, 1839. $
,l0|) they thereby calculate to cut off our apnot be allowed.
"'e’ ft,,d their',1 Proach to the Aroostook by the Mars’ Hill the arrangement in relation to Jurisdiction,
JVoie. Since the foregoing message was pre lected Mayor of Lowell, 4th inst. by a large
Attest, John Skeele, Register.
....... Ia
1,1
In, read. Our road passes on the west of Mars’ he understands to be simply this,—that dur pared, 1 have received a note from Sir John Har majority.
A true copy,—Attest,
ms camp
.....t gOQoi’t Hill,
t.u. and a portion of the wav runs close upvey,
a
copy
of
which
is
herewith
communicated.
I’ isonenpR
ls "I" ued, and
ing the pendency of the question the two
John Skeele, Register.
have gone tthrough.
hrn..,.i.
W on the line.
CoL Botsford, the bearer of
nen have
From the spirit manifested, I shall entertain the
March 15.
tty^Thursday, 28th inst. has been appoint
parties should exercise jurisdiction as they hope that he will take such a course as will ena
despatches from Mr. Fox to Sir John Har
ed, by the Executive of Massachusetts, to be At a Court of Probate held at Saco, within
Bangor, March 6, b vey, passed through town to-day, having left had respectively been accustomed to exer ble Maine to pursue that indicated in the forego
ingobserved
throughout that State as a day of
and for the County of York, on the first
cise it. Under this arrangement, the Gover
Washington on the 4th.
J o clock P,
Monday of March, in the year oj our Lord
fasting, humiliation and prayer.—In New[From Sir John Harvey to Gov. Fairfield.]
Several gentlemen have just come in from nor contends that Maine is entitled to the
»er this moment received J
eighteen hundred and thirty-nine, by the
a, by express, from Houhoi I Houlton, among them E. L. Hamlin, late jurisdiction at least of all the territory south
Government House,
Hampshire, Thursday, 4th April, has been
Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said
ol just arnved irorn Col.^S Land Agent.
He represents the state of
Frederickton, N. R.
designated by the Executive to be similarly
of the river St. John. The Message says :—]
Court :
March 7th, 1839.
>g informntion of a fresh hail| J things in the Province as most deplorable.
observed.
annah Thompson, named Execu
It then the title, possession and jurisdic
The whole country is filled with alarm. The
. being taken with tea.^
Major General Sir John Harvey presents
trix in a certain instrument, purport
settlers upon the River are all fleeing to tion of Maine be clearly established, why is his compliments to Governor Fairfield, and,
th Regiment of British
ing to be the last will and testament of BenjaHYMENEAL
I from Canada at MadawJ^ Frederickton and other places for safety, she not justified in her present attempts to with reference to a communication which he
min Thompson, late of Kennebunk-port in
nces from the Tobique hav ! abandoning their homes and every thing protect the property of this territory from has just received from her Majesty’s Minister
MARRlED-fn Rye, N. H Mr. Oliver Ber
said county, deceased, having presented the
plunder, and the ’soil itself from invasion ?
else.
These
people
have
made
it
their
prin

Kittery, to Miss Elizabeth G. Dalton of R. same for probate :
at Washington, transmitting a “ memoran ry
e<l up to join them.
It is hard to believe that any man can be
In Kittery, Mr. Benjamin Fletcher, to Miss
companies of Hodsdon’« rwi cipal business for years to cut timber on our found, any American I should say, of uncor dum” under the joint signatures of Mr. For
ORDERED—That the said Executrix
Mary
Jane Seaward.
!>ne through
J •> Uei |g3 territory,
lem’0,y, and this
tms interruption proves ruinous
syth, Secretary of State, and Mr. Fox, con
give notice to all persons interested, by caus
h id hloci i ° i rvis Camp, | to them, as well as to a large portion of the rupted patriotism and whose mind is not taining terms of accommodation recommend
I,
'*(
th* road fronnhej people of Woodstock, Frederickton and St. poisoned by prejudice, who will deny it.
ing a copy of this order to be published three
OBITUARY
ed by the Secretary of State and Her Majes
h . John,
„.|(,rceWfc‘Jo^c.iy.
#
*
#
*
#
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga
ty’s Minister Plenipotentiary to Governor
Under these circumstances the question re
DIED—In Saco, Martha, wife of Mr. John zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they
¿r,S'j
Ule C»">P.I)4
Si,
Join, Harvey
nru voy is
i3 umiouino.iiy
B
Sir John
undoubtedly ,,mki„
making
Fairfield and himself, respectively, begs to Leavitt, aged 26 years.
may appear at a Probate Court to be
lost 1.° ’ JUrVI8erecl*n8aHiff® most extensive preparations for a contest. curs, shall we withdraw our forces—agreeably
say that he will be happy to enter into such
In Biddeford, Mr. Samuel Foss, aged 38 years. held at Kennebunk in said county, on the
' ?
'
He
He isis concentrating
concentrating aa large
large force
force at
at Grand
Grand to the recommendation contained in the amicable communication with Governor Fair
A daughter of Mr. Samuel Floyd, aged 6 years. first Monday of April next, at ten of
ntniie story seems to be thii,^ Falls, which will undoubtedly become the memorandum signed by Mr. Fox and the
field upon the subject as may conduce to the
the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if
°rceS are concentrating
head quarters of their military operations, Secretary of State, and leave the future pro
attainment of the very desirable and impor
any they have, why the said instrument
ours at the Aroostook, bothm and where it is understood they are erecting tection of the timber to the concurrent action
SHIP NEWS.
tant
object
thereby
proposed
to
he
effected.
should not be proved, approved, and allowed
d territory.
Strong
and agreement of the Governments of Maine
Strong fortifications.
fortifications.
Sir John Harvey has answered Mr. Fox’s
KENNEBUNK., MARCH 16, 1839." as the last will and testament of the said de
I oudstock, night before lasunfe
and New Brunswick ? Under a full sense of
communication
by
expressing
his
entire
read

ceased :
Piven
Urac the American^
the responsibility resting upon me, I have no
ORANDA.
iness to give effect to the proposed agreement
hesitation in saying that we ought not. I ad
Attest,—John Skeele, Register,
f down to attack ’he town,
Ar.
at
New-Orlei
’
ans,
24th
ult.
ship
Marcia
so far as may be dependent on him.
A true copy—Attest,
mit that the General Government has nobly
available force in the place,
Cleaves,
Murphy,
he
Adv.
barque
Diantha,
SATURDAY, MARCH 16, 1839.
John Skeele, Register.
responded to our call, and with a promptness
men, boys, &c. were on d»
Special Minister to England.—Many Williams, for INew-York. p. irt cargo engaged.
March 8.
Ar. at Wil
toi 26th ult. brig Ponce, DaThe Message.—The Augusta papers of and efficiency beyond all praise, has made rumors are afloat in reference to the appoint
vis, Ponce.
At a Court of ProbÂThdd~at Saco, within
State House, Augusti, I Thursday contain the Message of Gov. Fair- preparations to discharge its constitutional ment of a Special Minister to England, un
Cid. at New-York, 8th inst. brig Overmann,
obligations to this State. Much is due from
Thursday, March 7, ¿1
andfor the County of York, on thefirst Mon
field, communicated to the Legislature on us on this account to the Union.
But the der the act passed by Congress on the last G)ouid. West Indies.
day m March, in the year of our Lord
Adv at New-Orleans, 26th ult. barque Nimrod,
roops ordered to report iheri Tuesday last.—After enumerating the sever duty of Maine to herself remains unchanged. day of the session., Messrs. Calhoun and
eighteen hundred and thirty-nine, by the
un the 5th and 1st Divisionhtd
The property, for the protection of which, Cambreleng have been named as among the for Liverpool, wanlipg 150 bates ; brig Horace,
Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said
al documents which accompany the Mes
Glasgow,
passage
only
;
—
barque
Bohemia,
for
in since Tuesday evening, |
we sent our armed posse under the Land AisOurt .*
New-York.
sage,
the
Governor
says
:
—
most
prominent
candidates
for
the
mission.
—
ister nearly one thousand mIj
gent and Sheriff*, remains still exposed—and
Cid. at New-York, 7th, brig Swiss-Boy, Ha Of/TLUAM JEFFERDS, administrator
ally quiet town quite an aiiiiiurt “ By the agreement referred to, it will be the threat of expulsion from the territory and It is understood, that the Maine Delegation vana.
J <
de bonis non, of the estate ot'Jona
appearance.
They make nj perceived that Mr. Fox and Mr. Forsyth, of invasion, which we sent our military force in Congress, prior to leaving the seat of Gov
At New-Orleans, 2d inst. brig Lima, for Bos than Stone, late of Kennebunk-port, in said
■mg able bodied and hardy mi without claiming to act from authority, have to repel, still remains pending over us, w’hile ernment, unanimously requested the Presi ton, loading.
county, deceased, having presented his fourth
<1 lor, and fitted to the ardiMl recommended that “ Her Majesty’s forces British troops are daily concentrating near
account of administration of the estate of said
g duties they are called on toperfc will not seek to expel by military force the the line, with the apparent purpose of carry dent to appoint Mr. Webster. The ap
deceased for allowance :
Umoai
Academy.
pointment
of
this
gentleman
would
undoubt

ing
the
avowed
design
of
the
Lt.
Governor
of
nve complied with tliis requesiii armed party which has been sent by Maine
ORDERED—That the said administrator
villi great cheerfulness, amhp into the district bordering on the Aroostook N. Brunswick into effect.
edly be very generally satisfactory to all par TIIHE next term of this Literary Institution give notice to all persons interested, by caus
A
will
commence
on
the
3d
of
April,
and
ions for orders to go ahead, River ; but that the Government of Maine
But looking a little more minutely at the ties, as it must be conceded on all hands
continue 11 weeks. Terms for tuition as u- ing a copy of this order to be published three
icrs like these can never be coop will voluntarily, and without unnecessary terms of this agreement, the objections to it
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga
that a better man could not be selected.
In aual.
L. COLBY, Sec’y.
■ may he overcome by suptrio delay, withdraw’beyond the bounds of the are obvious.
In the first place, it would
zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county,
Kennebunk, March 15, 1839.
it their brave spirits Dever woiiI^ii disputed territory any armed force now with- make our movement upon the question of the this question as in every other, however,
that they may appear at a Probate Court to
H t could be broken.
in th^m : and that it future necessity should boundary a retrograde movement.
Instead it is probable that all other considerations
be held at Kennebunk, in said county, on the
^NOTICE™
Rifle Company from the 5ih Diiiiarise for dispersing notorious trespassers, or of having made any advance towards the ac must yield to the interests of the party. The
first Monday of April next, at ten of the
npHE
subscriber
informs
his
friends
and
be command of Col. J. D. Airs protecting public property from depredation quisition of our rights, or the termination of Washington correspondent of the Portland A
the public, that he has returned to clock m the forenoon, and shew cause, if any
r way to this place, stopped in fv uy armed force, thexoperation shall be con- the question in dispute, our position would
Advertiser quotes the language of a Van Kennebunk-port village, where he has re they have, why the same should not be al
ilence of the Hon. Gtorge
domed by concert, jointly or separately, ac- not really be so favorable as it was before the
lowed.
ree cheers in token Im their hi,4 cording io agreement between the Govern- occurrence of those events which have induc Buren leader on this point,—it would not an sumed the business of
Attest, John Skeele, Register.
»r the ablest defender of the
of Maine and New Brunswick.” This, ed this “ memorandum.” Then, we had ex swer to send Mr. Webster, “ because he might CABINET MAKING & PAINTING,
A true copy—Attest,
it is said, is recommended to the two Gov- elusive jurisdiction over this portion of the be successful in his mission, in which case and will be happy to receive the patronage
March 8.
J"H" SEEEt’t’ RB?i5terof his former customers and others.
Harding of Gorham, <vho wernments of Maine and New Bruhswick, “ to territory—under the agreement, we should on
He improves this opportunity to tender to
impended in the coiniiiaiiil ns. regulate their future proceedings according ly have a concurrent jurisdiction with the Prov it would be of great benefit to Mr. Webster,
neglect of duty, has been hereto ’he terms hereinbefore set forth, until the ince of New Brunswick—for we could not and a great political disadvantage to Mr. his creditors his sincere thanks, for their At a Court of Probate held at Saco, within
and for the County of York, on the first
»ring to get reinsiated, but hetifinal settlement of the territorial dispute, or expel a single trespasser, without in the first Van Buren.” The New York American liberality and kindness toward him,—through
Monday in March, in the year of our Lord
success—The Slate can dliun,d f^,e Governments of the United • States place agreeing with the Provincial Govern has a sound article in reference to this sub which he has been enabled to re-establish
eighteen hundred and thirty-nine, by the
himself in business under favorable circum
- iih the services of those who Jo»81“1 «rest Britain shall come to some defi- ment as to the manner of doing it. Its lan
a%
ject, from which we extract the following stanced.
SAMUEL LEWIS.
u obey her call
nite conclusion on the subordinate pointsup- guage is thus: “ And if future necessity
Kennebunk-port, March 13, 1839.
Sco» colled on the Gowiwion wb>cb they ore now al issue, io wit: the should arise for dispersing notorious trespas paragraphs : —
WILIAM JEFFERDS, Executor of
this morning, al the ConMillk'^fo “f temporary ji.nsdtclipu and posses- sers, or protecting public property from dep
The Mission to England.—Without at
J V
the will of Daniel Walker, late of
redation by armed force, the operation shall taching undup importance to the rumor
I'lus afternoon he visited
the disputed territory.
Kennebunk, m said County, deceased, having
mid was introduced to many of:' The important question now presented is, be conducted by concert, jointly or separately, that Mr. Calhoun is to be ..selected
. .
- -for
- - this
----- 3
presented his sixth account of adminis
D. REMICH
soldiers and citizens nowherejiiwhether the State of Maine will assent to according to agreements between the Govern■ mission, we yet feel that the bare possibility'
tration of the estate of said deceased
of such an appointment should arouse all Of AS received from the Boston Seed i
■Dtative Hail. — lie was addressed'th is agreement or not. Deeming it a ques- ments of Maine and New Brunswick.”
Es- tor allowance :
Again, this agreement is inadmissible, be. right-thinking Americans, to condemn and if J. JL tablishments, a large assortment of
llrn l >q of Bangor, who wetetion beyond my legitimate province to de
ORDERED-That the said Executor
,
possible
prevent
it.
cause
of
the
inequality
of
its
terms.
By
it,
hr State by a few appropriate reside, I communicate the papers relating to it,
GARDEN & FLOWER SEEDS,
give
notice to all persons interested, by
*#***##
I. G.m Scmt made a very oeal,l?and ask for instructions; with a determma- Maine is absolutely to withdraw her forces.
of the growth of 1838.
causing a copy of this order to be published
The matter in dispute, is one that first and
frlicitous reply. He spoke of W'™, so far as I may be able, to carry into ef- But are the forces of the British Government
Orders for Fruit and Ornamental trees, ffiree weeks successively in the Kennebunk
also to be withdrawn ?
Not at all.
That; most nearly concerns the States of Maine and
r
?"fo
a„y
shrubs, &c. &c. executed at short notice.
Gazette, printed at Kennebunk in said coun
Government is simply to refrain from at Massachusetts, and that alone seems to us a
Traders will be supplied with boxes of ty, that they may appear at a Probate Court
ve e received will, nludi e«*P"'i,ion of the respcnsibility lair^ d»volv„,g tempting to do, what it never had the right decisive motive lor selecting an Eastern man.
Boston Seeds on liberal terms.
to be held at Kennebunk, in said county, on
.. ............
fop^S; or power of doing, that of expelling us fruiii We say not this because of our individual
(I/^An assortment of Shaker Seeds just the first Monday of April
next, at
the territory. It is understood that a regi- conviction that Mr. Webster is the man received.
ten
of
the
clock
in
the
forenoon,
and
shew
it!'r pfeLut ddfiu.itie,
lhe reaso"s "P™ which il i»fo“”<fod
ment of British troops lately arrived fróm pointed out as it were by general expecta
Kennebunk, March 15, 1839.
cause, if any they have, why the same should
,n wnr, we shoiihl consider i 1(1 Shall we then, m accordance with the Quebec, is now at Madawaska, and there tion and desire for the occasion, but on gen
not be allowed.
ethnt we have on officer .11»«greement, withdraw our forces from the they may remain for aught to the contrary in eral principles ; and while we have such
Nlotice of Foreclosure.
Attest, John Skeele, Register.
the
terms
of
the
agreement
—
erect
fortifica

men
as
J.
Q.
Adams,
Daniel
Webster
and
led bravery, prudence ami «'disputed territory, and leave all future operaA true copy,—Attest,
AV ID CHASE of Standish, in the coun
tions
to
their
hearts
’
content
—
and
exercise
aJohn
Davis
of
Massachusetts,
and
Gen.
Win.
i
iiii ., in(,p n| solutions against trespassers to be conducted by
ty of Cumberland, by his Deed dated
March 8.
JUHN Skeele, Register.
ny power they please, short of attempting to King, Mr. Evans, and Mr. Daveis of Maine
, ?u
u
wilh the Provincial
August 2, 1837, conveyed by mortgage to Jo
tee, to take command ol «■ Gove|.nine|„ ?8 ln determiiiing this question, expel us from the territory.
—all thoroughly conversant with the ques tham Chase, Esq. a certain tract of land at
M fcrnrt fpkfide had ai Soii(A Berwi|./
Another objection to this agreement arises tion from its origin—capable of doing ample Carle’s Corner, so called, in Waterborqugh,
7 IMG i your attention will naturally be directed to
rn/Ain andfor the County of York, on the first
justice
to
it
every
where,
and
possessing
the
Bangor, March/, tow l|ie 01.1gjna| ¿esjgn anij object of the move- from its equivocal phraseology upon one
in the county of York, containing about nine
Monday of February, in the year ofour Lord
Thursday evBl*’ mentOn your part—the extent to which that point, which might prove to be hereafter the confidence of their States—it does seem a teen and a half acres, more or less, with the
WMeeA ^nd^ndJhjri^ine, by the Hon.
v Buckmore yesterday. I»8fl object has been accomplished—your consti- source of much misunderstanding and diffi most unnatural and offensive proposition to Tavern House, Stable and other buildings
, A. HAYES, Judge of said Court :
ith Fitzherberi «nd someotr ' tuliOnal power and right to adopt the course culty. That is, in regard to whether the go to South Carolina for a minister.
thereon, which Deed is Recorded in the Reg
LiZA TAYLOR, named Executrix in a
Ho is a man of great pronip*1 hitherto pursued—and the expediency of armed posse under the Land AgeUt and Sheristry Office, Book 159, page 103 ;—which
(t/^Gen. Scott and suite arrived at Au
and just fitted for the ^ continuing to exercise that right.
iff’is included in the “ armed force” required
mortgage was assigned to me by said Jotham thol Yern,n ’nstrument> Purporting to be
w has been engaged bp®
The object }n the first p|ace was to protect by the memorandum to be withdrawn from gusta, 6th inst.—On the afternoon of the 8th Chase, and the assignment duly Recorded in £1 i V aiC t1estatnent of Jonas Taylor,
late of Kennebunk-port, in said county, de
gents the past
public property.
The territory bordering the territory.—If the agreement should be he was introduced to the members of the Book 159, pages 230 and 231,—reference to ceased, having presented the same for proconstrued
against
us
in
this
respect
we
could
be
had
to
said
Deed
and
to
said
Book
of
Re

uch of the imagined dime
,ilJpon the Aroostook river, in many respects
Legislature and a large number of the citi
9^^E^ED—That the said executrix give
ampaign and of P0811111? '¿^he fairest portion.of Maine, particularly in not hereafter expel a single trespasser unless zens of Augusta, in the Representatives’ Hall. cords for paiticulars. The condition of said
the
Lt.
Governor
of
New
Brunswick
should
Deed having been broken, by reason thereof
the woods. He says wit
forests of timber, and in the extranotice
to all persons interested, by causing a
He
was
addressed,
pertinently
and
elo

kindly
agree
with
us
upon
some
mode
in
I claim to foreclose said mortgage,, as provid
>pen a good winter road ^
d}nary fertiiity of its soil, has long been the
copy of this order to be published three
Gen. S. ed by the law of this State.
He headed the crew
' cene of very extensi\te and wanton depre- which it might be effected. To such an a- quently, by Mr. Allen of Bangor.
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga
WILLIAM HACKET.
, er and brought <lovV'1 ’"L ¿dations, principally on the part of persons greement 1 trust Maine will never assent. She replied in a very felicitous manner, expressing
zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may
Kennebunk, March 8, 1839.
e informs me that the
gT0[resident in, if not inhabitants of the Province has been sufficiently trammelled heretofore
his gratitude for the cordial reception he had
appear at a Probate Court to be held at
> moment an Arsenal o
rpbe circumstances in in the exercise of her rights and will not now
? efniUnl<’ ’n
said county, on
the
voluntarily
forge
new
shackles
for
herself.
met
with
at
the
Capital
of
Maine,
&c.
“
He
vitha supply of armsA^.^iregard [o tbe extraordinary
depredations
. Citizens of Kcimebunk 2'
first Monday of April next, at ten of
What then shall be done ? The people of trusted that the calamity of war would be fl- Messrs, john osborn & Co. have
upon our territory, at
iCOrntnitted this winter, by bands of armed
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if
ta.
He thinks we 0UF Cand desperate men—the course you took to this State surely are not desirous of hurrying verted, but should the honor and interests of
this day received a new Certificate of any they have, why the said instrument
from Jarvis’Camp fin(| seCU . ¡¡arrest them—the seizure and imprisonment the two nations into a war. Such an event
Maine and our common country demand an Agency, with a large supply of the genuine should not be proved, approved, and allowed
command the St. John a
the Land Agent and his assistants, I need is anxiously to be avoided if it can be, with
as the last will and testament of the said de
BRANDRETH’S PILLS,
imll force we can hold thfl A,not detail, as they are already familiar to you. out dishonor. We owe too much to the Un appeal to arms, he should be proud to go in
ceased.
direct
from
Dr.
Brandreth's
own
office,
Bos

to
the
conflict
shoulder
to
shoulder
with
the
ion,
and
above
all
to
the
spirit
and
principles
There are at >farfavV ¡wThis proceeding on our part was denounced
Attest, John Skeele, Register
ton-having
sold
for
last
year
to
th
‘
e
great
of
Christianity,
to
bring
about
a
conflict
of
ople principally Acaifai1 f jby the Lt. Governor of N. Brunswick as an
gallant yeomanry of Maine.”
A true copy,—Attest,
satisfaction of ALL who have used them
ihs o’f the whole populat'01’8 ¡invasion of that Province, and a military oc- arms with a nation, having with us a com
_.
,
n
John Skeele, Register.
oursiduand would rejoice “'copat5on ofthe territory threatened, as also mon origin, speaking a common language,
New Paper.—We have received the first 600 boxes.
March 8.
The
Public
can
always
be
sure
of
the
hi ofibe territory by us.
a forcible expulsion of our agents if they and bound to us by so many ties of common number of the “ Waldo Gazette,” published
genuine Medicine if purchased of the above
.! Magistrates keep the J’ 1 ,¡should not immediately retire.
Instead, interest, without the most inexorable necessi
Administratrix’ Notice
J. O. LANGLEY, Agent.
11.. -Ant mass would render 'b0Wever, ofpermitting them to retire, you ty. Under these circumstances I would re at Frankfort, by Mr. F. P. Ingalls. ît es- agents.
HE subscriber having been appointed
March 8, 1839.
&
ijsent what was deemed a sufficient military commend, that, when we are fully satisfied, pouses the whig cause. We wish it abunadministratrix of the estate of
1 vi ’ tort is on the south s1'*001force to sustain them, and also to repel any either by the declarations of the Lt. Governor dant success.
ELISHA CHADBOURNE,
of
the
Province
of
New
Brunswick,
or
other

i' \ tl>p Bend upon letter^', -invasion of our 80j| that should be attempted.
late of Kennebunk, deceased, hereby re
NOTICE.
r'
.here to where11,8 This I believe to be a succinct and unvar- wise, that he has abandoned a|l idea of occu
The order for rendezvousing the troops
HE subscriber having contracted with quests all persons having demands against
"
f
,,e
,
statement of your object, and the pying the disputed territory with a military
from
the
8th
(Somerset)
Division
the town of Wells, to support Mrs. Pol said estate to present them to Capt. Thomas
has
been
s»es t ie
.7 |(ol] |o CoL Ajethod pursued to effect it.
tlas that ob- force, and of attempting an expulsion of our
Lord for payment, and all persons indebted
ly
Littlefield, a pauper of said town for one
| ,0Mftrs »¡11 road to its Act been accomplished ? If I have a right party, that then, the Governor be authorized countermanded.
year, hereby gives notice, that he has made to said estate are requested to make imme
"V 1 ./ , to the line n)03t 0 ipprehension of the facts, I must say in part to withdraw our military force, leaving the
diate payment to him.
ft?’A Whig State Convention, for Miss- suitable provision for her, and hereby forbids
ining close
jt jg n,ue tbe trespagsers are dispers- Land Agent with a sufficient posse, armed or
Feh.3t.I839SUSANCHADBOt,RrfEall persons harboring or trusting her, or any
unarmed,
as
the
case
may
require,
sufficient
issippi,
has
appointed
Delegates
to
id/but they have given out as soon as our
the Na of the Paupers of said town on his account
to
carry
into
effect
your
original
design,
that
Augusta,? orce is removed they will return, throw the
tional Whig Convention, and instructed or on account of the town, as he will pay no
. Bills
State Hous , g, ( ¡Inber already cut into the streams, and run of driving out or arresting the trespassers, and them to support the nomination of Mr. Clay
bill for their support.
Fridayi
LANK Bills of Exchange ;
«'"fay’
ops Ut down to the St. Johns. This can un- preserving and protecting the limber from for the Presidency, and of Mr. Tyler of Vir
RUFUS HATCH, Jr.
umberland and
tr(,X
ep[0Ubtecj|y be accomplished Iby them, without | their depredations.
Shipping Papers.
nd Oxford %
LjUubtedlv
ginia for the Vice Presidency.
Wells, March 9, 1839.
For sale by
p, REM ICR
jewea
■'„--□nee
tde a very good appeal
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0J»A CONTRAST—All nations, from he now offers to the public, and he wad cured in
the remotest ages, have had ships, but Co a very short time, after his recovery had been
lumbus only found the way to America. Be pronounced not only improbable, but absolutely
The following is probably the last poetical pro fore the time ofthe great Spanish navigator, impossible, by any human means.
tection of L. E. L.
DIRECTIONS FOR USE.-The Proprietor of
people were only enabled to paddle about the
shores. Just so with the Life Medicines. It the Vegetable Life Pills does not follow the
From the London New Monthly, for Jan.
base
and mercenary practice of the quacks of
is but two short years since I first ventured
THE POLAR STAR.
the day, ui advising persons to take his Pills in
upon
an
unknown
ocean,
and
1
have
discov

This star sinks below the horizon in certain
large quantities. No good medicine can possibly
latitudes. I watched it sink lower and lower ev ered the precious object I was in search of— be so required. These Pills are to be taken at
HEALTH.
Vegetable
medicines
were
in

ery night, till at last it disappeared.
bed time every night, for a week or fortnight,
deed known when I commenced my search, according to the obstinacy of the disease. The
A star has left the kindling sky—
but their use was not. By the use of them, 1 usual dose is from 2 to 5, according to the consti
A lovely northern light—
have not only passed from the dejected in tution of the person.
Very delicate persons
How many planets are on high,
valid, to the hale, hearty and active rnan of should begin with but two, and increase as the
Butthat has left the night.
business, but, comparatively speaking, I have nature of the case may require: those more ro
renewed my youth. lean thus, with confi bust, or of very costive habit, may begin with 3,
I miss its bright familiar face,
dence in my own experience, advise with my and increase io 4, or even 5 Pills, and they will
It was a friend to me,
Associate with my native place,
fellow-citizens. Does the reader want proof effect a sufficiently happy change to guide the
And those beyond the sea.
that the VEGETABLE LIFE MEDICINES patient in their further use. These Pills some
times occasion sickness and vomiting, though
are suitable to his own case ? I have on my
very seldom, unless the stomach is very foul; this,
It rose upon our English sky
file at my office, 367 Broadway, hundreds of however, may be considered a favorable symp
Shone o’er our English land,
letters, from some of the most respectable tom, as the patient will find himself at once re
And brought back many a loving eye,
citizens of this my native land, voluntarily of lieved, and by perseverance will soon recover.
And many a gentle hand.
fered in testimony ofthe virtues of A GOOD They usually operate within 10 or 12 hours, and
VEGETABLE MEDICINE.
never give pain unless the bowels are very much
It seemed to answer to my thought,
Persons whose constitutions have been encumbered. They may be taken by the most
It called the past to mind,
nearly ruined by the “ all-infallible” mineral delicate females under any circumstances.-It is,
And with its welcome presence brought
preparations ofthe day, will bear me witness, however, recommended, that those in later pe
All 1 had left behind.
that the Life Medicines, and such only, are riods of pregnancy should take but one at a time,
and thus continue to keep the bowels open : and
The voyage it lights no longer ends
tbg true course to permanent good health.
even two may be taken where the patient is very
Soon on a foreign shore ;
JOHN MOFFAT.
costive. One pill in a solution of two table spoons
How can I but recall the friends
GENERAL REMARKS RELATIVE TO full of water, may be given to an infant in the fol
Who I may see no more ?
lowing doses— a tea spoon full every two hours
MOFFAT’S LIFE PILLSAND
till it operates ; for a child from one to five years
PHCENIX BITTERS.
Fresh from the pain it was to part—
of age, half a pill—and from five to ten, one pill
How could I bear the pain ?
These medicines have long been known
THE PHCENIX BITTERS, are so called, be
Yet strong the omen in my heart,
and appreciated, for their extraordinary and cause they possess the power of restoring the
That says we meet again,
immediate powers of restoring perfect health, | expiring embers of health, to a glowing vigor
to persons suffering under nearly every kind throughout the constitution, as the Phoenix is said
Meet with a deeper, dearer love,
of disease to which the human frame is lia- to be restored to life from the ashes of its own
For absence shows the worth
ble.
dissolution. The Phoenix Bitters are entirely
Of all from which we then remove—
In many hundreds of certified instances, vegetable, composed of roots found only in cer
Friends, home, and native earth.
they have even rescued sufferers from the tain parts of the western country, which will in
Thou lovely polar star, mine eyes
very verge of an untimely grave, after all the fallibly cure FEVERS AND AGUES of all
Still turned the first on thee,
deceptive nostrums of the day had utterly kinds ; will never fail to eradicate entirely all the
Till I have felt a sad surprise
failed ; and to many thousands they have effects of Mercury, infinitely sooner than the
most powerful preparations of Sarsaparilla, and
That none looked up with me.
permanently secured that uniform enjoyment will immediately cure the determination of
of health, without which life itself is but a BLOOD TO THE HEAD; never fail in the
But thou hast sunk below the wave—
partial blessing. So great, indeed, has their sickness incident to young females ; and will be
Thy radiant place unknown ;
efficacy invariably and infallibly proved, that found a certain remedy in all cases of nervous
I seem to stand beside a grave,
it has appeared scarcely less than miraculous debility and weakness of the most impaired con
And stand by it alone.
to those who were unacquainted with the stitutions. As a remedy for Chronic and Inflam
beautifully philosophical principles upon matory Rheumatism, the efficacy of the Phoenix
Farewell !—ah, would to me were given
A power upon thy light,
which they are compounded, and upon Bitters will be demonstrated by the use of a sin
What words upon our English heaven
which they consequently act.
It was to gle bottle. The usual dose of these bitters is
Thy loving rays should write !
their manifest and sensible action In purify half a wine glass full, in vvat^r or wine, and this
quantity may be taken two or three times a day.
ing the springs and channels of life, and en about half an hour before meals, or a less quan
Kind messages of love and hope
duing them with renewed tone and vigor, tity may be taken at all times. To those who
Upon thy rays should be ;
that they were indebted for their name, which are afflicted with indigestion after meals, these
Thy shining orbit would have scope
was bestowed upon them at the spontaneous Bitters will prove invaluable, as they very great
Scarcely enough for me.
request of several individuals whose lives they ly increase the action of the principal viscera, help
had obviously saved.
them to perform their functions, and enable the
Oh, fancy vain as it is fond,

.> a

N LOW SPIRITS.—Low spirits fe a
Dr.
certain state of the mind accompanied
VEGETABLE
UNIVERSAL
by indigestion, wherein the greatest evils are
ESTABLISHED IN 175],
apprehended upon the slightest grounds, and
the worst consequences imagined. Ancient
Science should contribute to htnlii
Methinks I’ve cast full twenty ven J. u '
medical writers supposed this disease to be
And am again a boy. Every breath
’
confined to those particular regions of the ab?
Ofairthat trembles through‘the windr... .
domen, technically called hypochondria,
Unusual odor.—Proctor's Mirancola
which are situated on the right or left side of
HE unprecedented success which J
that cavity, whence comes the name hypo
resulted iron) the adoption of ' u 1
chondriasis.
dreth’s Pills, during a period ol'upwaidjd
SYMPTOMS.—The common corporeal
years, the numerous extraord inai/f°1
symptoms are, flatulency in the stomach or
which they have performed WpOn ¿¿M
bowels, acrid eructations, costiveness, spas of individuals whom they have\e± M
modic pains, giddiness, dimness of sight, pal
almost inevitable death alter they had 1
VO
pitations, and often an utter inability of fixing
pronounced incurable by the niost eminem!
the attention upon any subject of importance
the faculty-warrants the proprietor 011
or engaging in anything that demands vigor Vegetable Universal Medicine, in warm] ®
or courage. Also languidness—the mind be conscientiously recommending it Vh
J
comes irritable, thoughtful, desponding, mel
fi
pecial notice of the public.
PUBbU
ancholy, and dejected, accompanied with a
Dr. Brand rath wishes mankind to v,
10 c0I)sitlt|
total derangement of the nervous system.—
this truth, that health solely dependso
Ofliceon th.
The mental feelings and peculiar train of
Illi
state
of
purity
in
which
the
blood
isU
i-ER'i:
ideas that haunt the imagination and over
ery pan ofthe body being supplied (|J'
whelm the judgment, exhibit an infinite di
new blood from the food consumed ¡o
luierest wil
versity. The wisest and best of men are as quently, according to the p u relief’u?
remiiu pii!open to this affliction as the weakest.
blood, so must the state of the body be ?
¡paper disce
TREATMENT.—The principal objects of
ii-iiie.’, 'W1*!
or less healthy. To obtain, iherefore J
treatment are to remove indigestion and
Tue pubi «
most direct purifier of the blood, is aqUe’sl
iv eÌTDi' ii
strengthen the body, and to enliven the spir
of no little importance to every individual61
dhtrged for
its, which may be promoted by exercise, ear
That Brandreth’s Pills are the most ¡L
ly hours, regular meals, and pleasant con
purifiers of the blood, there will beii0 J
versation. The bowels (if costive) being care when it is considered that they have »J
fully regulated by the occasional use of a
their present very extensive sale byIheiri
Fashii
mild aperient.
We know nothing belter
intrinsic merit ; proved by the numerous J
-the Reve
calculated to obtain this end than Dr. Wm.
best disc
Evans’Aperient Pills—being mild and cer which they have accomplished in every vf
ety of diseases.
tain in their operation. The bowels being
ble vice i
The peculiar action of these pills.
once cleansed his inestimable Camomile
vsomelime
surprising
;
their
o-peratiuBS
being
uinif
Pills, (which are tonic, anodyne and anti less powerful according tb the purtVsofi!"
Tiy !” . i
spasmodic) are an infallible remedy and circulating fluid. On a person ina failshtJ
Vorlhy <
without dispute have proved a great blessing
health, who is only costive or slightly
elioni it i
to the numerous public.
they will be scarcely felt; on the com, J
•"timid win
Some physicians have recommended a
the complaint be chronic, and the cojisiii
inai) win»
free use of mercury but it should not be re
be much deranged, they generally,aifirsl
«enemy ol
sorted to ; as in many cases it will greatly ag
powerful, until the system be freed fami
gravate the symptoms.
'turns a c.
of its most vitiated and turgid liun.ors, hu
ripHE DIFFERENCE.—It cannot be de- accomplished, doses sufficient to caiiseiwoj.
ruined,
nied that whilst many medicines
.speak pb
three copious evacuations daily, wills(l(i||rf‘
which are recommended to the public, have
you ihini
move the disease, and the constitution^
not even the negative merit of harmlessness,
prated or
there are others which it would be great in restored to a state of health and iW[
vigor.
these unj
justice indeed, and suicidal prejudice to in
These Pills are recommended by tboiisi^
ises? Ì
volve, untried, in a common condemnation.
of persons whom they have cured ol (<
is soffel'ei
And when a medicine comes endorsed with
sumption, Influenza, Colds, Indigestion,!^
pie —sol;
all the great names that have adorned the
pepsia, Headache, Pains, and a seuneol'g
annals of the medical profession, and war
only wbf
ness in the back part of the head, usuallyt|l(
ranted by the seal and signature of long and
any indir
symptoms
of
the
apoplexy,
Jaundice,
Fem
uniform success, its proprietor makes no un
and Ague,bilious,typhus, and cominoiiFev®
reasonable demand upon the public confi
The fi
of all kinds, Asthma, Gout, Rheuma.fisni,11eI.
dence, when he claims for it a superior con
vous diseases, Liver complaints, Pletinsyji).
stomach to discharge into the bowels whatever is sideration.
And little needed too 1
The proprietor rejoices in the opportunity offensive. Thus indigestion is easily and speed
ward weakness, depression ofthespirits,
My friends ! I need not look beyond
The CAMOMILE PREPARATION of
afforded by the universal diffusion of the dai ily removed, appetite restored, and the mouths
tures, Inflammation, sore Eyes, Fits, Pa|«
My> heart, to look for you 1
L. E. L.
Dr.
Wm.
Evans
is
undeniably
entitled
to
this
ly press, for placing his VEGETABLE LIFE of the absorbent vessels being cleansed, nutri
Dropsy, Small Pox, Measles, Croup, Coughs'
.capable <
PILLS within the knowledge and reach of tion is facilitated, and strength of bod v and ener enviable distinction, for whilst no medical au Whooping Cough, Quinsy, Cholic,Cbolen
music, w
probate notices
every individual in the community. Unlike gy of rnind are the happy results. For farther thority in existence condemns it, every medi Morbus, Gravel, .Worms, Dyseniary, Deaf
thing of-the host of pernicious quackeries, which boast particulars of MOFFAT’S LIFE PILLS, and ca] practitioner that is acquainted with it, ness, ringing noises in the Head, King’sEfi|
PHCENIX BITTERS, apply at Mr. Moffatt’s freely acknowledges its pre-eminent virtues, Scrofula, Erysipelas or St. Anthony's Flit
ciii rect e;
Jit a Court of Probate held at South Berwick, of vegetable ingredients, the Life Pills are office, No. 367 Broadway, New York, where the
and that the latter should do so in opposition Salt Rheum, White Swellings, Ulcers,someil
an ear to
within and for the County of York, on the purely and solely vegetable, and contain Pills can be obtained for 25 cents, 50 cents, or
to their personal interests, must be attributed
moils an;
thirty years standing, Cancers, Tiunov
first Monday in February, in the year of neither Mercury, Antimony, Arsenic, nor any $1 per box ; and the Bitters for $1 or $2 per bot
either
to
their
candor
and
love
of
truth,
or
to
our Lord eighteen hundred and thirty-nine, other mineral in any form whatever. They tle. Numerous certificates of the wonderful
swelled feet and legs, Piles, Costiveness,t|
imi exciti
their unwillingness to fly in the face ofall ob
by the Hon. WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge are entirely composed of extracts from rare efficacy ¿f both, may be there inspected.
eruptions ofthe Skin, frightful Dreams,
are fur th
servation,
and the testimony of thousands.
and
powerful
plants,
the
virtue
of
which,
In some obstinate and complicated cases of
male Complaints of every kind, especially^
of said Court :
imition ;
Dr.
WM.
EVANS
does
not
pretend
that
though
long
known
to
several
Indian
tribes,
chronic and inflammatory Rheumatism, Liver
YDIA MERRYFIELD administratrix of
his Camomile Tonic Pills will cure ail dis structions, relaxations, &c.
tuo qual
The thousands who use and recomnieni
lhe estate of Samuel Merryfield, late of and recently to some eminent pharmaceutical Complaints, Fever and Ague, Dyspepsia, Palsy,
eases. He frankly and conscientiously ad
rather rai
chemists,
are
altogether
unknown
to
the
igno

Piles,
injuries
from
the
use
of
mercury,
quinine
these Pills, is a proof positive of their em
South Berwick, in said county, deceased,
mits that they will not. He lays no claim to
having presented her first account of admin rant pretenders to medical science ;and were and other diseases of long standing, it may be
ordinary and beneficial effects. Theyinta
found necessary to take both the Life Pills and the the discovery of the “ Philosopher’s Stone,”
istration of the estate of said deceased for al never before administered in so . happily effi Phoenix Bitters, in doses before recommended.
assist nature, to do all she can in the ciim>
OZT
and wishes nobody to believe that he sells
lowance ; and also her petition for an allow cacious a combination.
communi
N. B.—These Pills and the Bitters will get all the “ Elixir of Life,” but he does say, and he of every form and symptom ofthe one onlj
ance out of the personal estate of said de
Their first operation is to loosen from the Mercury out of the system infinitely faster than does believe, and he can prove, that in debil disease, to which the human iraine is sub
eminent ;
ceased :
coats of the stomach and bowels, the various the best preparations of Sarsaparilla, and are a ity and impaired constitutions ; in Nervous ject, namely*—impurity ofthe blood, or»
are worth
ORDERED—That the said administratrix impurities and crudities constantly settling certain remedy for the rushing of, blood to the
other words, an impure state of the flt<
lion. T
diseases ofall kinds ; in weakness ofthe di
give notice to all persons interested, by caus around them ; and to remove the hardened head, or all violent headaches, tic douleureux, &c.
’I hese Pills do indeed ‘ assist Niiture’ loti,
knows I)
ing a copy of this order to be published three faeces which collect in the convolutions of the —All persons who are predisposed to apoplexy, gestive organs, in incipient consumptions, she can do for the purification ohbe kiwi
whether of the lungs or the liver; in the
hesitate f.
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga small intestines. Other medicines only par palsy, &c., should never be without the Life
l‘°dy ; yet there are numerous persons wli®
dreadful debility occasioned by the use of
zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said County, tially cleanse these, and leave such collected Pills or the Bitters, for one dose in time will
cases are so bad, and whose bodies
7 o the E
that they may appear at a Probate Court masses behind, as to produce habitual cos- save life. They equalize the circulation of the purgatives ; in palsy, rheumatism, (more es much debilitated, that all that can reasonablj
Affimi
blood, draw all pressure from the head, restore pecially) in the sicknesses incident to moth
to he held at Kennebunk, in said county, tiyeness, with all its train of evils, or sudden perspiration, and throw off every impurity by the
be expected is temporary relief, ireverilieles
munity w
ers,
and
to
females
of
relaxed
nerves
;
in
ev

on the first Monday of April next, at ten diarrhoea, with its imminent dangers. This pores of the skin.
some who have commenced using tiiePill
ery case of delirium tremens, or that disease under the most trying circumstances of W
tends to .
of the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, fact is well known to all regular anatomists,
which is brought on by intemperance ; in
cneigies «
ly affliction, when almost every other iw
if any they have, why the same should not who examine the human bowels after death,
IMPORTANT NOTICE.
such pei s
Persons using the Life Medicines, are requested the wretched horrors of rnind and body which dy had been altogether unavailing, have lire
be allowed.
and hence the prejudice of these well inform
accrue from occasional inebriety ; loss of ap
Attest, John Skeele, Register.
much ha;
ed men against the quack medicines of the to take the Pills at night, in sufficient quantities
restored to health and happiness by ilia
petite, langour, melancholy, pains in the
A true copy—Attest,
use.
age. The second effect of the VEGETA to operate two or three times on the bowels in
to the de
head,
limbs
or
side,
in
corrupt,
sallow,
and
John Skeele, Register.
BLE LIFE PILLS is to cleanse the kidneys the course of the next day. Also, take a table
life, (hat
SOLD ONLY IN KENNEBUNK 111
uncomely complexions, caused by the bad
spoonful
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Bitters
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before
each
Feb. 22.
and the bladder, and by this means, the liver
the state
meal. For those of a delicate or enfeebled con state of the fluids—in all these cases, and in JOHN OSBORN & Co.;
and the lungs, the healthful action of which stitution, half the quantity may be sufficient.
In Kennebunk-port, by S. H. Gould|
the resoli
others mentioned in the bills of direction
ffJ^For further particulars of the above given with his medicines, HE DOES SAY,
Saco and Biddeford, McIntire & Beet
Jit a Court of Probate held at Alfred, with entirely depends upon the regularity of the
law of tin
urinary
organs.
The
blood
which
takes
its
medicine see Moffat’s Good Samaritan,” a that the CAMOMILE TONIC PILLS, in —■Sub Agent, Selcucus Adams;
in and for the County of York, on the first
and excit
Lyman, William Huntress;
Monday in January, in the year of our Lord red color from the agency of the liver and copy of which accompanies the medicine. terchanged occasionally with bis APERIENT
ponding ;
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before
it
passes
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Alfred, B. F.Chadbourne ;
A copy can also be obtained on application FAMILY PILLS, (the best known) which
eighteen hundred and thirty-nine, by the
ulus or e
Hon. WM. A. HAYES, judge of said ing thus purified by them, and nourished by at the Bookstore of D. Remich, Kennebunk, are sold with them, will effect immediate re
Sanford, Eliot Tibbets ;
food coming from a clean stomach, courses where the Medicine is for sale.
recipient:
Emery’s Mills, Aaron Webber;
Court:
lief; and if used but for a fair period of trial
Duiini
Sold wholesale and retail by the proprietor, a perfect cure. Th is much is placed beyond
Acton Corner, Stephen Merrill;
OHN B. PORTER, guardian of Joseph freely through the veins, renews every part
Lebanon, Libbey & Wood ;
have hat
Burks and James Burks, minors and of the system, and triumphantly mounts the W. B. Moffat, 367, Broadway, New York.
a
doubt
by
daily
testimonies
which
would
banner
of health in the blooming cheek.
August, 1838.
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South Berwick, Parks & Wilson;
children of James Burks, late of Waterbor

condiliot
be given on oath ; and for this much Dr. W.
The following are among the distressing vari
North Berwick, Sheldon Hobbs ;
ough, deceased, having presented his first
EVANS can conscientiously request confi
in the ha
ety of human diseases, to which the Vegetable
Carriage
Mami^ctory.
Wells, Joseph Wilson ;
account of guardianship of said minors for Life Pills are well known to be infallible ;—
dence.
have fom
Wells, Ogunquit, Barak Maxwell, JohuH
allowance :
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and
more
conclusive
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ritable at
DYSPEPSIA, by thoroughly cleansing the
Spear ;
ORDERED—That the said guardian
of the efficacy of Dr. Evans’ Camomile
vs 1 have
York—Cape Neddick, George M. Fw
give notice to all persons interested, by caus first and second stomachs, and creating a flow of
Preparations and Aperient Medicines, are
pure healthy bile instead of the stale and acrid
operation
man ;
ing a copy of this order to be published
submitted by the following important and ex
kind ;—Flatulency, Palpitation of the Heart,
and irriti
York, Alexander Dennett ;
three weeks successively in the Kenne Loss of Appetite, Heart-burn and Head-ache,
traordinary cures effected by their highly
York Corner, Samuel Douglr^.
bunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in Restlessness,Ill-temper, Anxiety, Langour, and
led me tr
medicinal qualities—all of which may be
Buxton, C. M. Merrill, P. M. ;
said county, that they may appear at a Pro Melancholy, which are the general symptoms of
suit of w
seen aj Dr. Wm. Evans’Medical office, No.
Buxton Corner, Nathan Eiden;
bate Court to be held at Kennebunk, in Dyspepsia, will vanish, as a natural consequence
I took
7, Division street. One or two of these he
Lim,erick, John Sanborn ;
saidcounty, on the first Monday of April of its cure. Costiveness, by cleansing the whole
C. W. KIMBALL
herewith respectfully gives to a discrimina
after stee
Newfield
—
Dam
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s
Mills.
Caleb
R.
Ajd
next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, length of the intestines with a solvent process,
OULD inform the inhabitants of Ken ting public.
4o half a
P. M. ; West do, J. & S, C. Adams;
and shew cause, if any they have, why the and without violence : all violent purges leave the
nebunk and vicinity, that he has ta
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bowels
costive
within
two
days.
Diarrhoea
and
Parsonsfield, Asa Dolton; North do.,
same should not be allowed.
ken
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in
Kennebunk
adjoining
thanks of one who has been a great sufferer for sev
Cholera, by removing the sharp acrid fluids by
Older to
Attest, John Skeele, Register.
J. Goss ;
Bryant
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Warren
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s,
Apothecaries,
formerly
eral
years,
for
the
great
benefit
she
has
received
from
which these complaints are occasioned, and by
A true copy—Attest,
Cornish, John McLellan ;
■enable n
the
virtues
of
your
inestimable
Camomile
Pills.
She
occupied
as
a
Bake-House,
and
has
fitted
it
promoting the abricative secretion of the mucus
John Skeele, Register.
Limington, James McArthur;
pain to t
up in good order for the above named busi has suffered with pain and distress in the head, a tight
membrane.
Fevers
of
all
kinds,
by
restoring
the
ness across the stomach, shortness iff breath, and palpi
Feb. 23.
Waterborough, James Leavett.
The c
blood to a regular circulation, through the process ness. CARRYALLS and LIGHT WAG tation of the heart ; exercise would almost overcome
Agents for Ybrk, Cumberland and LiofA’
of perspiration in some cases, and the thorough GONS, of any style, built to order and war her; but since using your Camomile Tonic Pills, her
fui, prov
Counties
will
be
supplied
hereafter
froiiiB
solution of all intestinal obstructions in others. ranted.
complaints are removed—she is able to exercise with
—also—
ous qual
The LIFE PILLS have been known to cure Rheu
out fatigue, and she is happy to say can now enjoy S. IL Colesworthy, Portland.
HE subscriber respectfully informs the matism permanently in three weeks, and Gout in Chaise Bepairiug* & Painting, life comfortably again.
dentists
J J
JOHN O. LANGLEY,
inhabitants of Kennebunk and vicini half that tim.e, by removing local inflammation done at short notice and on the most reasona
Mrs. C. THORNTON, 84, Third st. N Y
‘arsenic I
Only authorized travelliiig Agent for the j
—also—
ty, that he has taken the shop formerly occu
 the muscles and ligaments of the joints. ble terms.
Newark, July 18, 1836-Dear Sir-For 4 years 1
from
mined n
Stale
ol
Mainepied by Mr. Elisha Chadbourne, where he Dropsies of all kinds, by freeing and strengthen SLEIGHS, from the Trig Buggy down to have been so unwell that 1 was unable to attend to
life.
Kennebunk, Feb. Ï0, 1838.
®
business, and for the last 4 or 5 months was confin
will carry on the
ingthe kidneys and bladder ; they operate’ most the old fashioned Family Sleigh, constantly my
to my room ; my complaints were rheumatism, pffin
I then
delightfully on these important organs, and hence on hand, and will be sold as cheap as can be ed
in my stomach, indigestion and Joss of appetite with
BLACKSMITH’S BUSINESS
Executor’s £ale.
months’
have ever been found a certain remedy for the purchased in this State. Various kinds of continual pain and dizziness in my head ; 1 used differ
HE subscriber, by virtue of a lie®*
in all its various branches. He solicits a worst cases of Gravel. Also, JVorms, by dislodg LUMBERtaken in part payment.
sufficien
ent kinds of medicine without effect, until I commenced
from the Judge of Probate
share of public patronage, and assures those ing from the turnings of the bowels the slimy ma
taking your invaluable Camomile and Aperient PillsMarch 28, 1838.
ach eni|
their beneficial effects upon me astonish all who knew
County of York, will sell at Public Am'ti®
who may favor him with their custom, that ter to which these creatures adhere Asthma and
ooction,
my situation. In a few days 1 shall be at your office on Monday the twenty-fifth day ol
WOOD WANTED^
all work entrusted to him, shall be punctually consumption, by relieving the air vessels of the
-cause tl
lungs from the mucus, which even slight colds
HOSE who are indebted to us for pa to express my gratitude to you in person. In the next, at ten o’clock A. M. a ceriani -tract oi
attended to and faithfully executed.
mean time I subscribe myself your obedient servant
animal
pers, and calculate on paying in Wood
land
of
William
Littlefield
’
s,
late
of
KeiW'
He will receive Wood, Coal and most kinds will occasion, which if not removed become
n »v
r
B.8. JAR VIS, 13 Centre st.
hardened and produces those dreadful diseases
for the !
or Country Produce, are requested to delivDr. Wm. Evans.
bunk, deceased, situated in Ke)inebimk,Co®
of Country Produce in payment for work.
Scurvy. Ulcers, and Inveterate Sores, by the
laid dov
The smallest favors gratefully acknowledg perfect purity which these Life Pills give to the er it immediately.—As we are determined to have
He therefore need only add that his ty of York, viz.: lies by the old County U
-if in gre
ed.
blood, and all the humors ; Scorbutic Eruptions all our accounts settled with the least possi CAMOMILE TONIC PILLS, together whh leading from Kennebunk to Alfred, bouii^
HERCULES H. CHADBOURNE.
excellent
FAMILY
APERIENT on the north-west side by land of OiiW
“from th.
and Bad Complexions, by their alterative effect ble delay, we positively assure those who ne his
Kennebunk, March 1, 1839.
upon the fluids that feed the skin, the morbid glect to settle, that their neglect will be atten I ILLS, can be obtained, wholesale or retail, Perkins, and on the south east side by I®
its sting
state of which occasions all Eruptive complaints, ded with expense and trouble.
Division st. near Chatham square, of Philip Buzell, it being the same deeiW
distendi
by
John
Littlefield
to
William
LittW^
Sallow, Cloudy, and other disagreeable Com
JAMES K. REMICH.
New York, and of his authorised agents in
I als<
Furniture
Feather Ware plexions. The use of these Pills for a very short Gazette Office, Kennebunk, ?
Also a part of one other lot situated in w
town and country.
“cat, of t
house.
time, will effect an entire cure of Salt Rheum,
town, and County of York, viz : lying on th«
February 2, 1839.
$
J. H. JONES corner of Middle and Union
Erysipelas, and a striking improvement in the
decoct it
streets, Portland, Agent forState of Maine north-west side of land of Davis Litiw
Clearness of the skin. Common Colds and In
more. p<
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of
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|
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NOTICE*
ildreth & ayres would inform fluenza, will always be cured by one dose, or by
HE subscriber having contracted with where persons inay apply for sub-Agencies ’ and on the south-east side of land of Cab»
which r
the inhabitants of Kennebunk and two, even'in the worst cases. Piles,—as a rem
Sole Agents, Daniel Remich, Kennebunk •
Kirnbail. The sale will be on the premise
the town of Kennebunk, to support
shorter I
vicinity that they have taken the storeedy
in for this most distressing and obstinate malady,
James Crockett, Norway ; Thomas Chase n’ Terms made known at the time and place.
the poor of said town for one year, hereby
in less t
Kennebunk, formerly occupied by Timothy the Vegetable Life Pills deserve a distinct and
! gives notice, that he has made ---------suitable pro- Prm?“'b.’ N“tl,an Reynolds, Lewiston j
JOHN ROBERTS, Executor.
Frost, adjoining Mr. Kimball’s carriage man emphatic recommendation. It is well known to . . ..
was not
Joseph Griffin, Brunswick ; Palmer & WashKennebunk, Feb. 20, 1839.
ufactory, where they will keep a good assort hundreds in this city, that the Proprietor of these | ViS,on lor them, and hereby forbids all per- hiirn, Gardiner ; R. G. Lincoln, Hallowell1
but eigh
ment of Furniture and Feathers, consisting invaluable Pills, was himself afflicted with this ;sons harboring or trusting any of the Paupers Moses Noble, Augusta ; J. K. Miller, Old
of bureaus, sofas, tables, secretarys, common, complaint for upwards of thirty-five years, and i of said town on his account or on account of town ; Duren & Thatcher, Bangor ; Samuel
that he tried in vain every remedy prescribed i the town, as he will pay no bill for their
An
LBS. Saco Nails, jusir«'
fancy, cane seat and mahogany chairs.
Jackson & Co. Belfast ; Barker Neal, Wis- O
within the whole compass ofthe Materia Medica. support.
ALEX G FITRNAin
ÆsWWW ceived by
'was urg
Kennebunk, Dec. 14, 1838.
casset ; Henry Hyde, Bath.
He however, at length, tried the medicine which! Kennebunk, May 1, 1838.’
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WILLIAM LORD & Cobut he c
February 18,1837.
Kennebunk, Feb. 15,
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